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Abstract 

We discuss the local and global problems for the equivalence of geometric 
structures of an arbitrary order and, in later sections, attention is given to what 
really matters, namely, the equivalence with respect to transformations 
belonging to a given pseudo-group of transformations. We first give attention to 
general prolongation spaces and thereafter insert the structures in their most 
appropriate ambient, namely, as specific solutions of partial differential 
equations, where the equivalence problem is then discussed. In the second part, 
we discuss applications of all this abstract nonsense and take considerable 
advantage in exploring Élie Cartan’s magical trump called transformations et 
prolongements mériédriques that somehow seem absent in present day 
geometry. 

1. Introduction 

Structures have been studied for a long time and they might even be 
retraced back to Archimedes in his effort to confront and, if possible, to 
repel the Roman fleet during the siege of Syracuse. The structure of his 
parabolic incendiary mirrors would burn up the roman vessels with their 
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beams focused on the sails. Syracuse was, after two long years, finally 
taken over on a cloudy day by roman general Marcellus and Archimedes 
killed by a roman soldier. More than two thousand years later, Élie 
Cartan undoubtedly brought the most significant contributions due to his 
magical skill in dealing with continuous finite and infinite groups of 
transformations ([2]). Our account, given here, is hopefully a non-tedious 
though, at best, just a partial repetition of what the reader can certainly 
find hidden somewhere in Cartan’s Œuvres ([13]). For this, however, he 
must not only read french but, above all, have Medusa’s penetrating and 
petrifying stare. A less frightening alternative is offered by Mona Lisa’s 
regard énigmatique which entails her to stare directly into your eyes 
wherever you should be standing in the Louvre’s Main Hall. The reader 
should also be very careful since, as many claim, Cartan’s Œuvres might 
uncover a Pandora box. 

The local equivalence problem for structures (or almost-structures) 
treated systematically and placed in a context of ample generality can be 
retraced back to Sophus Lie following the appearance, in the 
Mathematische Annalen ([24]), of his renowned mémoire Über 
Differential invarianten (an english translation being available in [1]) 
and much later of his masterpiece Verwertung des Gruppenbegriffes für 
Differentialgleichungten, I ([25]). Needless to say, a structure for Sophus 
Lie acquired the more visible nature of a “geometric object” not 
resembling at all, at least at first sight, to the crushing formalisms of our 
present days and his theory of differential invariants had the precise aim 
of devising the “best” (shortest, most accurate and of lowest degree) 
integration methods for differential equations, based on the properties 
(structure) of the invariance groups. He showed, for example, that 
Jacobi’s last multiplier method was the best possible due to the fact that 
the pseudo-group of all volume preserving transformations is simple! In 
this restricted context, the structures stand out as solutions of 
differential equations ([21]). It should be stated however that whereas 
Lie was incredibly successful in dealing with equations of “finite type” 
(the solutions depending only upon a finite number of parameters) since 
he had a deep knowledge and understanding of “finite continuous 
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groups”, in the general context, he was unable to go any further beyond 
examining a few specific examples involving the simple infinite 
(transitive) groups. He was aware of all the four classes of (complex) 
simple groups but rather uneasy whether these were the only ones, thus 
preventing him to take any benefits stemming from a systematic use of 
Jordan-Hölder resolutions ([25]). Consequently, it remained to Cartan to 
develop the infinite dimensional theory with a touch only accessible to 
the most illuminated (see the references [3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12]). 

In this paper, we concentrate mainly on certain ideas relating the 
differential invariants of a Lie pseudo-group with the formal and local 
equivalence problem for structures. Apart Lie’s basic ideas, we also find 
here Cartan and Ehresmann’s most inspiring sources ([6, 9, 15]). To avoid 
long repetitions, the technical aspects adopted here stem entirely from 
[19] and [22] though we try to simplify as far as possible the notations as 
well as avoid any excessive abstractions (in Donald Spencer’s words, the 
abstract nonsense). Furthermore, perhaps overdue attention has been 
given to the differential structure of the equations defining k-th order 

equivalences of structures. Whereas in the theory of finite dimensional 
Lie groups, the three fundamental theorems of Lie shine as neat and as 
beautiful as Botticelli’s La Nascita di Venere and Ingre’s Le Printemps, in 
the case of groupoids and Lie pseudo-groups they look more like Picasso’s 
Guernica and are a painful headache. In our case, however, we only have 
to cope with the second theorem that fortunately is, in the present 
situation, very condescending and indulgent (Sections 4, 5, 6, [10], [11]). 

Last but not least, here are a few words for “peer reviewers”. 
Curiously enough, Sophus Lie and Élie Cartan did always row off the 
“main stream” for the simple reason that, at their time, essentially 
nobody was able to understand their writings. It took Cartan to 
understand what Lie did mean and Charles Ehresmann to understand 
Cartan. Significantly enough, Lie was Cartan’s thesis adviser and Cartan 
was Ehresmann’s adviser. As for Sophus Lie, he in fact never needed any 
adviser at all since he began writing in Norwegian so nobody would 
understand him anyway. Unfortunately, the author is unable to pinpoint 
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anybody who did or who does (or who ever will) really understand the full 
extent of Ehresmann’s thoughts in all their galactic magnitude. Most 
probably we shall have to await for the next millennium1. 

2. Ehresmann’s Prolongation Spaces 

Let P be a differentiable manifold where, for convenience, we assume 

all the data of class ∞C  though it would suffice to assume 
differentiability just up to a certain order. A finite prolongation space of P 
is a quadruple ( ),,,, pPE π  where E is a differentiable manifold called 

the total space of the prolongation, PE →π :  a fibration (surmersion), 
and p is a prolongation operator that associates to each local 
diffeomorphism ϕ  of P a local diffeomorphism ϕp  of E whose source and 

target are saturated-π  open sub-sets inverse images of the source and 

target, respectively, of ϕ  and that furthermore obey the following 

requirements: 

(i) ϕp  commutes with ϕ  and the projection ,π  

(ii) p is local and preserves pastings (recollements), 

(iii) p is a groupoid functor with respect to local diffeomorphisms      
(ϕ  being composable with v/  whenever ( ) ( )ϕβ/α ∩v  is non void, the 

unities being the identities on the open sets), 

(iv) Every differentiable one-parameter family ( )tϕ  of local 

diffeomorphisms of P prolongs, by p, onto a one-parameter family of local 
diffeomorphisms of E for which the vector field ( ) 0=ϕ ttpdtd  depends 

only upon ( ) 0=ϕ ttdtd  and projects onto it by .πT  

                                                      
1It should nevertheless be observed that Ehresmann, though having constructed some very 
beautiful rainbows, did never worry about finding the treasures that lie at the very end of 
them. Quite to the contrary, Lie and Cartan would go straightforward in the search of the 
treasures without bothering to paint, beforehand, some beautiful rainbows. 
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We shall say that ϕp  is the prolongation of ϕ  and, in order to 

simplify notations, the prolongation space will just be denoted by E. 

Much in the same way, an infinitesimal prolongation space of P is a 
quadruple ( ),,,, pPE π  where the prolongation operator p associates to 

each local vector field (infinitesimal transformation) ξ  given on P, a 

prolonged vector field ξp  defined on the inverse image of the source 

( ),ξα  this operation satisfying the corresponding (infinitesimal) properties: 

(i) ξp  is eprojectabl-π  onto ,ξ  

(ii) p is local and preserves pastings, 

(iii) p is a pre-sheaf morphism of Lie algebras. 

Any finite prolongation space determines uniquely an infinitesimal 
prolongation space by which it is generated but what really matters is 
the converse that is not always true as we shall see in the sequel. Most 
fibre bundles considered in geometry (e.g., tensor bundles, Cartesian 
frames and co-frames, Stiefel truncated frames and co-frames, 
Grassmannian contact elements and their corresponding higher order 
analogues) are of course finite or infinitesimal prolongation spaces or 
both though our main interest is directed towards jet spaces. Let us also 
observe that prolongation spaces “compose” since the prolongation 
algorithm itself can be composed. 

Let MP →π :0  be a fibration (surmersion), denote by PJk  the k-th 

order jet bundle of local sections of 0π  and khρβα ,,  the well known 

projections. Following Ehresmann, we also denote by Pk∏  the groupoid 

of all invertible jets-k  of the manifold P ( jets-k  of local diffeomorphisms), 

by TPJk  the vector bundle of all jets-k  of local sections of ,PTP →  i.e., 

the jets of local vector fields on P and finally  by TPJk
~  the fibration of all 

jets-k  of local sections of the composite fibration .MPTP →→  In the 

sequel, this tilde notation will  always be used for jets of sections of 
composite fibrations. 
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Lemma 1. Given any fibration ,:0 MP →π  the jet space PJk  has a 

natural infinitesimal prolongation space structure { ),,,, kk pPPJ β  where 

β  is the target map and kp  is the k-th order standard prolongation 

operator for vector fields (by the target). 

Though the prolongation morphism kp  goes back to Sophus Lie      
(in coordinates), we would like to add a few words so as to avoid any 
misunderstanding. It is not possible to prolong, to ,PJk  any local 

diffeomorphism ϕ  of P since such a map can upset transversality 

(generic position) of a local section with respect to the fibres.-0π  
However, when this condition is fulfilled, we can transform (at least 
locally) any section,-π  whose image is contained in the domain of ,ϕ  into 

a new section-π  and thereafter take its jet.-k  In particular, we shall 

then be able to prolong any eprojectabl-0π  local diffeomorphism ϕ  of P 
and the prolongation functor thus obtained, on projectable maps only, 
will of course fulfill the above stated properties of a finite prolongation 
space. Since we can always define a local vector field by its (local) one-
parameter group ( )ttϕ  and since ,0 Id=ϕ  there is no restriction 

whatsoever in the prolongation procedure, to k-th order, of any local 

vector field defined on P whereupon PJk  becomes an authentic 

infinitesimal prolongation space of P. 

Inasmuch, we can say that ,,, TMTPJTP k  and TMJk  are 
prolongation spaces (finite and infinitesimal) of P and M, respectively, 

and, moreover, that TPJk
~  is an infinitesimal prolongation space not only 

of TP but also of P for we can first prolong the local vector field ,ξ  defined 

on P, to TP and thereafter proceed with the above described “jet space 

prolongation”. It should also be noted that TPJk
~  is a (locally trivial) 

vector bundle with base space P since the k-th order tangency renders 

possible the vector space operations on the fibres. Finally, we would like 
to “stress” the condition (iii) above by writing explicitly the equality 
( ) ,ξ=ξ fpfp  where f is any function. 
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As is well known, ( ) jets-k+h  can become h-jets of jets-k  and, 

inasmuch, ( ) jets-k+h  can operate on “split” jets this motivating the 
following definitions: 

Definition 1. (a) The finite prolongation space E is said to be of order 

 when, for any 0≥k  the jet-k  of ϕp  at the point Ez ∈  only depends 

upon the ( ) jet-k+  of ϕ  at the point ( ) .Pzy ∈π=  

(b) The infinitesimal prolongation space E is said to be of order  
when, for any ,0≥k  the jet-k  of ,ξp  at the point E,∈z  only depends 

upon the ( ) jet-k+  of ξ  at the point ( ) .Pzy ∈π=  

Recalling that the jet bundle TMJk  identifies with the Lie algebroid 

of the Lie groupoid ,Mk∏  we can define for the above prolongation 
spaces of finite order and for any fixed positive integer :k  

(a) A left action 

EEP P kkkk ∏→∏×∏Λ +:   (1) 

of the Lie groupoid Pk+∏  on the groupoid Ek∏  (one can actually 

replace the last groupoid by the space of all ( )EE,jets- kJk ) by setting 

( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ,, XXpjXXj ⋅βϕβϕ+ kk   (2) 

the fibre product being taken with respect to ,α  for the first factor, and 
with respect to ,βπ  for the second factor; 

(b) its infinitesimal generator, namely, the morphism 

TEJETPj P kkk →×λ +:   (3) 

defined by 

( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ;,, XyXpjXyj π=ξξ+ kk   (4) 

and 

(c) finally, its extension to an infinitesimal action on the jets of the 
tangent bundles 
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TEJTEJTPJT P kkkk →×Λ +++ 11:   (5) 

defined by the left Lie bracket action 

( ( ) ) [ ( ) ( ) ] ,,,, 11 XyXXpjXyj πα=αξξ +++ kk   (6) 

where we are forced to augment the order by 1 since brackets absorb one 
order of differentiation. The reason for putting in evidence the Lie 
bracket becomes apparent if we operate, as is usually done, by taking 
local one parameter groups and thereafter differentiating. 

We now claim that the action kΛ  is differentiable. In fact, using 

standard methods involving the Lie algebroid TPJk  of the groupoid 

Pk∏  (or, if one prefers, the sheaf TPJk ), we can define a local 

exponential map that, with the help of the property (iv) will provide the 
required differentiability. It then also follows that the infinitesimal 
generator kλ  as well as the infinitesimal action kΛT  are differentiable 

though this property can be proved directly by observing that the vector 
bundles involved are locally trivial and generated by local holonomic 
sections. It should also be observed that kΛT  is bilinear over R when the 

source and target spaces are fibered over E. 

We next observe that given a finite number of “composable” 
prolongation spaces, each of finite order, the composed prolongation 
space is also of finite order equal to the sum of the individually 
prescribed orders. 

Other prolongation spaces that will be of our interest are those 
described in the following: 

Lemma 2. To each finite or infinitesimal prolongation space 
( )pPE ,,, π  and to each positive integer h corresponds, in a canonical 

way, a prolongation space ( )hh pPEJ ,,, α  verifying the following 

properties: 

(a) When E is of finite order ,  then EJh  is of order .h+  
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(b) The target projection EEJh:β  is a surjective morphism of 

prolongation spaces, i.e., respects the fibrations over P and commutes with 
the respective prolongation operations. 

(c) More generally, the projection EJEJhh kk →ρ :,  is a prolongation 

spaces morphism. 

Here, EJh  is the set of all h-jets of local sections of π  and is called 

the standard h-th order prolongation of E, the prolongation operation 
being the composite of the operation provided by E followed by the 
standard jet prolongation. Needless to say, everything that was stated 
concerning the prolongation space PJk  in the Lemma 1 can be 

paraphrased ipsis litteris for the above data. Inasmuch, we can also 
repeat everything that was said previously for the prolongation space 

TPJk
~  of infinitesimal variations relative to the composite 

,MPTP →→  

the second arrow being equal to ,0π  as well as for the k-th order 

variations space EkJ
~  composed of all jets-k  of local sections of the 

composite fibration M,PE →→  where PE →  is a prolongation space 
and MP →  simply a fibration giving rise to the finite or infinitesimal 
variations (cf., [20] for the definitions). As for the bracket operation 
considered previously when defining an infinitesimal action, it is well 
defined in the present context due to the contact order conditions 
imposed. Finally, all the above considerations also extend to pre-sheaves 
( )Γ  of local sections and enable us to operate with locally defined 

objects. In the sequel we shall also need the following extension of (3) 
namely, 

,: ETJEJTPJ P kkkk →×λ +   (7) 

defined by ( ) ( ) ( )σξ=σξ+ kkkk jppjj ,  and where PTP →  is the 

tangent prolongation space. In much the same way and using the 
prolongation operator, we can define the morphism 
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,:~ TEJEJTPJ P kkkk →×λ +   (8) 

as well as the semi-holonomic extension 

( ).: ETJJEJTPJ hPhh kkkk →×λ +++   (9) 

We thus see that the choices are many and, in fact, we could go on much 
further with the Ehresmannian game of the jeu de la théorie des jets by 
considering for instance semi-holonomic, sesqui-holonomic and 
(definitely) non-holonomic jets but fortunately these will be of no purpose 
to us so we might as well forget about them right away. Furthermore, 
and this will be very useful, we can play the Ehresmannian game with 
differential forms and co-tangent bundles that, in this case, will act        
co-variantly. As for the prolongation operation, there is of course 
essentially just one such operation that can however be vested under two 
or three garbs. Instead of prolonging by the target, as is done in the 
present paper, we can also prolong by the source or even, combining the 
two, we can prolong via the anchor, the same one that holds Kirill 
anchored and not on the sail. In later sections, we shall also introduce 
merihedric prolongations (prolongements mériédriques de Élie Cartan) as 
well as such transformations on jet spaces and higher order 
Grassmannians. Contrary to what is standard, there are uncountably 
many possibilities for the merihedric functor each one having its own 
merits and outstanding performance. In fact, Medusa as well as Mona 
Lisa claim that the merihedric setup was the magical trump and joker 
hidden in Cartan’s sleave. Fortunately, we shall need not talk about 
merihedric jet spaces, the standard ones being still of good use. One last 
remark: When differentiability is replaced by analyticity in the initial 
requirements for the prolongation spaces then, of course, all the other 
data also become analytic. We hope as well that the reader already 
noticed our small notational changes. Instead of the standard ,σkxj  we 

prefer to write ( )xj σk  and, instead of ,kJ  we write ,kJ  such notations 
rendering more pleasant and “co-variant” their composites. 

3. Symbols 

In this section, we shall often refer to former publications ([19], [22]) 
for the notations and the results which, however, are completely 
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standard and well known. In this sense, we denote by D the Spencer 

operator, by kS  the bundle of symmetric tensors and by δ  the Spencer 
operator restricted to the principal parts. Our first task is to examine 
what happens with the kernels and consequently write: 

00

00

1

1

1

→→→⊗→

λ↓λ↓↓

→×→×→×⊗→

−
∗

−

−++
∗+

TEJTEJTEETS

ETPJETPJETPPTS PPP

kk
k

kkk

kk
k

 

as well as 

,00

00

11

1

11

→×→→×⊗→

λ↓λ↓↓

→×→×→×⊗→

−−
∗

−

−−++
∗+

EJETJETJEJVEETS

EJTPJEJTPJEJTPPTS

EJE

PPP

kkkk
k

kkk

kkkkk
k

k

 

and observe that the above kλ  is equal to 0λ  relative to the prolongation 
space EJk  of P, the later being of finite order .k+  More generally and 

with the obvious notations, ( ) ( ).EJE hh kk λ=λ +  Next, we claim that 

each family ( )k  and ( )k  is a natural transformation of the 

corresponding homologyco-δ  complexes this becoming apparent by 
examining the commutativity of the two diagrams below and observing 
that the vertical map k  in the second diagram is in fact equal to 

[ ] [ ] ,11 11 EJEJVEETSEJEJTPPTS EJE
Id

EJP k
k

k
k k

××⊗→−−××⊗ ∗
×

∗+  

the term k  depending only upon its projection in .1EJ  In order to show 
the naturality we are forced, of course, to confront the above maps with 
the Spencer operator hence the necessity in extending the actions to the 
sheaf level. 

We first consider the diagram (10), extend the infinitesimal generator 
(3) to the pre-sheaf of local sections and derive thereafter the sheaf 
morphism 



 
 
 
 
 

δ∗−∗δ∗−∗δ∗

−
∗

−
∗

×δ∗−+∗×δ∗−+∗×δ∗+

→⊗⊗∧→⊗⊗→⊗→

⊗π↓⊗π↓↓

→−−−×⊗⊗∧→−−−×⊗⊗→−−−×⊗→

TEETSETTEETSETTEETS

ETPPTSPTETPPTSPTETPPTS Id
P

Id
P

Id
P

221

21

221

0

0

kkk

kkk

kkk

 (10) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Id
E

Id
E

Id
E

PTPT

Id
P

Id
P

Id
P

EJVEETSPTEJVEETSPTEJVEETS

IdId

EJTPPTSPTEJTPPTSPTEJTPPTS

×δ∗−∗×δ∗−∗×δ∗

−∧−

×δ∗−+∗×δ∗−+∗×δ∗+

→−−−×⊗⊗∧→−−−×⊗⊗→−−−×⊗→

⊗↓⊗↓↓

→−−−×⊗⊗∧→−−−×⊗⊗→−−−×⊗→

∗∗

1
22

1
1

1

21

1
22

1
1

1

0

0

2

kkk

kkk

kkk

 (11) 
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,: TEJETPJ P kkk →×λ +  

where ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )ΓπσλΓ=σλ ,,, gyq qy kk  denoting the set of all local 

sections. It now suffices to show that kλ  commutes with D or, in other 

words, that the diagram (12) below commutes: 

( ) ( )

.1

1

1

TEJETTEJ

ETPJEPTETPJ

D

PP
IdD

P

−
∗

−
∗

−+
∗×

+

⊗→

λ⊗π↓λ↓

×⊗×→−−−×

kk

kk

kk

 (12) 

The commutativity is obvious on holonomic sections since D vanishes on 
them and thereafter it suffices to argue as in [22], pg.75, using the 
formula (2) shown on that page. The restriction to the symbols then 
proves our claim for the first square of (10). To complete the proof, it 
suffices to adapt the diagram (12) to the other squares of (10) by iterating 
successively the Spencer operator. However, the previously mentioned 
formula (2) implies immediately the desired result as soon as the first 
square commutes. The commutativity of (11) is proved essentially in the 

same manner by observing that kλ  is the pullback of kλ  via the 

composite ,kp  where TEJEJTEJ E kkk
~: →×  is the fibre bundle 

morphism considered in [19], Proposition 11.1 (M standing in the place of 
P). The proof can then be achieved with the help of the reduced form of 
the holonomic prolongation operator acting on infinitesimal variations 
and the Theorem 12.1. 

Since the ( )k  and ( )k  are natural transformations of the δ  

complexes and since the ( )kλ  and ( )kλ  commute with D it also follows 

that these natural transformations are compatible (commute) with the 
algebraic prolongations operating on the principal parts (i.e., on the 
symbols). 
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For the sake of not omitting any useful information, let us finally 
observe that the total spaces of the finite prolongation spaces are always 
locally trivial bundles over their base spaces, a fact that is not true 
anymore for infinitesimal prolongation spaces (e.g., withdraw a point 
from the total space). However, when the fibres over the base space are 
compact and connected then these total spaces also become locally trivial, 
this last claim being just a special case of very general results due to 
Ehresmann. 

4. Lie and Cartan’s Notion of Structure 

Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite or infinitesimal prolongation space. 

Definition 2. A finite or infinitesimal (almost-) structure of species E 
on the manifold P is the data provided by a global section (continuous, 
differentiable, or analytic) of the prolongation space E. 

We can define as well a structure of species E above an open set U of 
P by simply taking a local section2 and thereafter derive the notions of 
germ of structure, jet-k  of structure, k-th order contact element of a 

structure inasmuch as an infinite jet of a structure (formal structure at a 
point). We should also mention that the above definitions are not any of 
Spencer’s abstract nonsense since many of the well known structures 
(e.g., Riemannian, conformal, almost-complex, almost-symplectic, etc.) 
are defined by global sections of locally trivial tensor bundles with fibres 
homogeneous spaces of linear groups. Inasmuch, almost-product, contact, 
Stiefel and many other structures are defined by sections of well known 
bundles in homogeneous spaces. Moreover, as we shall see further, the 
integrability of an almost-structures can be detected by a Pfaffian system 
(also a structure!) defined on E or on one of its prolongation spaces. 

                                                      
2It would be unfortunate to call it a local structure since this terminology, due to 
Ehresmann, already has a very precise meaning other than the above. Every structure of 
species E is in fact a species of local structure. 
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Given a structure S of species E (a finite prolongation space), 
associated to it are the pseudo-group ( )SΓ  of all its local automorphisms 

as well as the infinitesimal pseudo-algebra ( )SL  of all its local 

infinitesimal automorphisms (vector fields). By definition, ( )SΓ∈ϕ  

when ϕp  leaves invariant the sub-manifold im S or, in other terms, 

when ( ) SSpS =ϕϕϕ −1  in the appropriate domains. Much in the 

same way, ( )SL∈ξ  when ξ  generates a local one-parameter group ( )tϕ  

with all its elements in ( )SΓ  which amounts to say that ξp  is tangent to 

im S or equivalently that the Lie derivative ( ) ( ) 0
1

=
−ϕ=ξθ tt Sdt

dSp  

vanishes (for each fixed ,SimY ∈  take the tangent vector to the curve 

issued from Y). Quite often, it is convenient to consider (differentiable) 
one-parameter families of local transformations that are not necessarily 
local one-parameter groups. With that in mind, let us next remark that 
such a local one-parameter family ( )tϕ  defined in P is entirely composed 

of elements belonging to ( )SΓ  if and only if the following two properties 

are fulfilled: 

(a) ( )St Γ∈ϕ 0  for some value 0t  (t varies in an open interval), and 

(b) for each ( ) ( )., 1 Sdt
dTu uuttu L∈ϕϕϕ =

−  

The set of all local transformations arising from such one-parameter 
families is obviously equal to ( ).SΓ  When E is just an infinitesimal 

prolongation space, we can still define ( )SL  by using the tangency with 

respect to im S and afterwards defining ( )SnfiΓ  as being the pseudo-

group generated (through composition and gluing) by the set of all the 
elements belonging to the local one-parameter families verifying 

Idt =ϕ 0  together with the above condition (b). We can further simplify 

(reparametrize) by taking 00 =t  and clearly ( ) ( )SSnfi Γ⊂Γ  when E is 

also a finite prolongation space, ( )SL  being its infinitesimal generator. 
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The condition Idt =ϕ 0  is an acceptable simplification (by composing, if 

necessary, with 1
0
−ϕt ) and enables us to initiate the one-parameter family 

with the automorphism Id that can always be prolonged. 

Let us now examine the defining equations for ( )SΓ  and ( )SL  hence 
examine the nature of the infinitesimal jets that are automorphisms of S 
up to a certain order and this brings us to examine contact properties. In 
general, being given a differentiable manifold M and two sub-manifolds 

', NN  of the same dimension p and meeting at a point x, we shall say, 
according to the general definition of higher order Grassmannians, that 
these two sub-manifold have a k-th order contact at the point x when 

there exists an invertible µjet-k  of N onto 'N  with source and target x 

such that ( ) ( ) ,µ⋅′= xjxj ιι kk  where ι  and ι′  are the inclusions of the sub-

manifolds. The equivalence classes under this relation are called the k-th 

order contact elements of dimension p on the manifold M and at the point 
x. Let us now take a vector field ξ  defined in a neighbourhood of x. The 

composite ιξ  is a local section of the vector bundle ,NTM N →  hence 

its jet-k  at the point x is an element of ( )NTMJk  and, of course, 

( ).NTMJTNJ kk ⊂  We shall say that ξ  is tangent of order k  to N at x 

when ( ) ( ) .TNJxj kk ∈ξ ι  Furthermore, if N and N ′  have a contact of 

order 1+k  at the point x then TN and NT ′  have, along any point of 
NTNT xx ′=  a contact of order k  when considered as sub-manifolds of 

TM: The contact relation is obtained by extending to tangent vectors the 
initial contact relation. In particular, we infer that the vector fields 
tangent of order k  to the sub-manifold N at x are the same as those 
tangent to .N ′  Conversely, the last condition (on the tangency of TN with 
NT ′ ) implies the ( ) st-1+k  order tangency of N with N ′  at the point x 

([30], Proposition 3, pg. 20). Observing that ( )( ) ( ) ( ),xjxjxj ιι kkk ⋅ξ=ξ  

we conclude that the k-th order tangency concept for vector fields is more 

properly a notion of tangency of the elements of TMJk  with a 
submanifold N or, in a more general form, with the elements belonging to 
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the fibre bundle of ( ) st-1+k  order p-dimensional contact elements of 
( ).dim NpM =  We finally remark that the groupoid Mk∏  operates to 

the left on the fibre bundle of k-th order contact elements. There is an 

alternative definition, due to Ehresmann, stating that a k-th order 

contact element is a linear subspace in the space of k-th order tangent 

vectors. Though apparently simpler, this definitions seems to lack 
visibility. It is easy to see tangency but not so easy to see partial 
derivatives. 

We now translate the above definitions of contact order into a form 
more suitable to our context, return to the local automorphisms and 
consider, to start with, a finite prolongation space PE →  of order  as 
well as a structure S of species E. A local diffeomorphism ϕ  of P is called 

a k-th order automorphism of S at the point y whenever the image sub-

manifold ( )Simpϕ  has a k-th order contact with im S at the point 

( ).yS ϕ  Since the contact only depends on ( )( )ySpj ϕk  and the 
prolongation space is of finite order ,  we infer that this notion boils 
down to the following: An element PZ k+∏∈  with source y and target 

y’ is a k-th order automorphism of S when jet-, kpZ  of source ( )yS  

corresponding to ( )( jets-k+Z  prolong to jets-k ), transforms the k-th 

order contact element of S at ( )yS  onto the k-th order contact element of 

S at ( ).yS ′  However, the contact element ( )SpZ  is represented by the 

image of the local section ,1−ϕϕ Sp  where ϕ  is a representative of Z, 

i.e., .ϕ= +kjZ  Moreover, the images of two local sections σ  and σ′  of E 

define the same k-th order contact element at a common point Ez ∈  if 

and only if ( ) ( )zjzj πσ′=πσ kk  and therefore ( )SpZ  and S define the   

same k-th order contact element at ( ) EyS ∈′  if and only if 

( ) ( ) ( )ySjySpj ′=′ϕϕ −
kk

1  that is to say, when 

( ) ( ) ( ) ., ,
1 ZZySjZySjpZ kkkkkk +

− ρ=′=⋅⋅  
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Lemma 3. A jet PZ k+∏∈  is a k-th order automorphism of S if and 

only if ( ( )) ( )ZSjZSjZ β=α kk  by means of the left action of Pk+∏  on 
EJk  (notations: ( ) ( ) ϕϕ= ,kpZ  represents Z and ppp kk = ). The 

( ) th-k+  order equation defining ( )SΓ  is provided by the closed sub-
groupoid (P being replaced by ( )Sα  whenever S is not global) 

( ) { ( ( )) ( )}.ZSjZSjZPZS β=α∏∈= ++ kkkkR   (13) 

This equation is not complete in general, i.e., ( )SΓ  might be strictly 
contained in ( )SSol k+R  and, furthermore, the inclusion ( ) ⊃+ SkR  

( )SJ Γ+k  might also be strict. 

We next consider the non-linear differential operator 

( ) ( ) ( ) ESpSPDiffS ∈ϕϕ=ϕ∈ϕ −− 11:D  

that is of order  since it is obtained by the composition of j  and the 
fibered morphism 

( ) ( )( ) ,: 1 EYSYPYS ∈β∏∈Φ −  

where ( )Y  is the action of the groupoid P∏  on E. The k-th order 

prolongation of ( )SD  is the operator of order k+  

( ) ( ) ( ) EJSjSjpSpjPDiffSp kkkkkk ∈ϕ=ϕϕ=ϕϕ∈ϕ −−− 111:D  

and is obtained, with the aid of ,k+j  by means of the fibered morphism 

( ) ( ( )) ,: 1 EJZSjZPZSp kkkk ∈β∏∈Φ −
+  

where ( )Z  is the action of Pk+∏  on .EJk  The following short non-
linear sequences: 

( )
( )

( ),,1 SjEJPS
Sp

kkkk
kΦ

++ →−−−∏→−−→−− R  

and 

( )
( )

( ),,1 SjEJPDiffS
Sp

kk
kD→−−−→−−Γ→−−  
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are therefore exact in the set theoretical sense. When ( )Spim Φk  is a 

sub-manifold of EJk  and 

( ) ( )SpimPSp Φ→∏Φ + kkk :  

is a submersion, then ( )Sk+R  is a regularly embedded sub-manifold of 
Pk+∏  and, for all h, the equation ( )Sh++kR  is the prolongation in the 

usual sense, i.e., the sub-set ( )SJP hh kk +++∏ ∩ R  of ( ).Sk+R  Taking 
into account the Proposition 2.1 in [16], we are tempted to replace the 
above two hypotheses by the unique assumption 

( ) EJPSp kkk →∏Φ +:  

is locally of constant rank in a neighbourhood of each point belonging to 
( ).Sk+R  Unfortunately (or perhaps fortunately), the above proposition 

is inexact. If, with the notations of the above citation, X is reduced to a 
point, this proposition would imply the remarkable statement: Theorem. 
Every immersion is an embedding. We shall return later to this matter 
and show that, in the specific case of the equations ( ),Sk+R  the first 
hypothesis can in fact be replaced by weaker conditions. 

Let us now examine the infinitesimal aspects. A local vector field ξ  

defined on P is said to be a k-th order infinitesimal automorphism of the 

structure S at the point y when the prolonged vector field ξp  is tangent 

up to order k  to the sub-manifold im S at the point ( ).ySz =  Since 
,IdS =π  this condition can be replaced by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,yTSjySpj ξ=ξ kk  

this last condition measuring the “distancing” of ξp  from ξ∗S  along im S 

in the vicinity of the point ( ).ySz =  The prolongation space E being of 
finite order ,  this last condition translates by the following: An element 

TPJY k+∈  of source y is a k-th order infinitesimal automorphism of S 

whenever jet, −kpY  of source ( )yS  corresponding to Y, is tangent of 

order k  to im S at the point ( ).yS  We next observe that both Spξ  and 
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ξTS  are local sections of the tangent Lie fibration PTE →  composite 
of the natural projection ETE →  with π  and, consequently, the reduced 
form of the holonomic prolongation ([19], Theorem 12.1) shows that the 
vector ( ) ( ) ( )pppp ySj kkk k

=ξ  only depends on ( ) ( )ySpj ξk  and the 

second line of the diagram (22.29) in the above citation, § 22, restricted to 
the fixed section Sjk  (the section being fixed, we are not forced any more 
to ascend to EJ 1+k ), shows that the jets ( ) ( )yTSj ξk  are precisely 

those, among the elements of ,~ TEJk  for which the vector associated by 
prolongation is tangent to im Sjk  at the point ( ).ySjk  Summing up, we 
obtain the following: 

Lemma 4. The jet TPJY k+∈  is a k-th order infinitesimal 

automorphism of S if and only if the vector Ypk  corresponding to it, at 

the point ( ),YSj αk  is tangent to ( ( ) ( ) ,YSjpYpSjim αξ=
kkkk  where ξ  is 

a representative of Y). Moreover, the equation of order k+  of the Lie 
algebroid ( )SL  is given by 

( ) { ( ) }.PTSjYpTPJYS Yα∗++ ∈∈= kkkkR   (14) 

Since the map kλ  is a differentiable vector bundle morphism and the 
associated infinitesimal action ( )kλΓ  is also a morphism of Lie algebra 
pre-sheafs, it follows that the linear equation ( )Sk+R  is a Lie equation 
([22],[27]). Moreover, ( ) ( )SSolS k+= RL  though, in general, this 
equation is not complete. We next consider the linear differential operator 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,: 0
1 SimVESdt

dSTPS tt ∈ϕ=ξθ∈ξ =
−D  

where VE is the vector sub-bundle of TE composed by the vertical-π  

vectors and tϕ  is a local one-parameter family, e.g., the local group, such 

that .0 ξ=ϕ =ttdt
d  The restriction imSVE  can be considered a bundle 

with base space P since it can be identified to VES 1−  and, according to 
the general definitions, ( )SD  is the linearization of ( )SD  along the 
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section Id of .PDiff  It is a linear operator of order  whose associated 

linear morphism 

( ) SimVETPJS →Ψ :  

is defined as follows: Let ( ) ( )tyjY ϕξ= ,  a local one-parameter group 
associated to ξ  and ( ).yjY tϕ=  Then 

( ) ( ) [ ( )] ,0
1

=
−=Ψ ttt SyYdt

dYS  

where tt Yy β=  and where, for simplicity, we write tSy  though meaning 

( ).tyS  However, ( ) ( ) ( )tttttt SypSypSyY −
−− ϕ=ϕ= 11  and, consequently, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).yyS SpXS ξ+ξ−=Ψ ∗  We infer that 

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ),ySpYS ξ−=Ψ v   (15) 

where ( )v  is the vertical component of a vector following the direct sum 
decomposition ( ) ( ) ( )PTSEVET yySyS ∗⊕=  along im S. 

Let us now return to the general definitions of [20], I, §17 and, in 
particular, to the last sequence, on pg. 341, exhibiting the linear 
morphism ( )DTkτ  that defines the differential operator .DT  In the 
present case (and adapting slightly the notations), it concerns the vertical 
linearization along the section Id for the specific fibration 

( ) ,,, xxxMMMP ′→×=  where PJ  is replaced by JMJ =  

( )MM ,  (each section of P identifies with a map MM → ), MJVPJ~  

TMJMJ M×=  (fibre product with respect to the projection β ) and 
where MVJTMJMJp M →×:  simply becomes the canonical 
identification. The morphism 

( ) ( ) SimVEIdimMVJSTT →Φ= :Dτ  

becomes, by means of the canonical identification, equal to ( ).SΨ  The      

k-th order prolongation of ( )SD  is then the linear operator of order k+  
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( ) ( )[ ] ( ),: SimVEJSjTMSp kkk ∈ξθ∈ξD  

that we can, by means of the isomorphism EVJVJp kk →~  ([20], 
Proposition 12.2), replace by 

( ) SjimEVJTMSpp kkkk →:D  

that, in turn, is nothing else but the linearized, along the identity section, 
of ( )Sp Dk  ([20], pg.342). Furthermore, the linear morphism associated to 

( )Spp Dkk  is on the one hand equal to ( )Spp Ψkk  and on the other, 

for being a linearization and due to the canonical identification, equal to 

( ) ( ) .: SimEVJIdimMVJSTppT kkkkk →Φ= ++ Dτ   (16) 

An entirely similar calculation, where we shall replace 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,11
tttt SpSjbySS ϕ=ϕϕ=ϕ −− DD kk  

will show that 

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ),, xxSjpXSpp ′ξ−=Ψ
kkkk v   (17) 

where TMJX k+∈  and ( )v  is the vertical component of a vector in the 
direct sum decomposition ( ) ( ) ( )xxSjZMTSjEJVEJT xZZ ′=⊕= ∗ ,, kkkk  

and this implies the exactness of the sequence 

( )
( )

( )SimVEJTMJS
Sp

kkk
kΨ

++ →−−−−→→ R0   (18) 

for all ,0≥k  hence ( )Sh++kR  is the prolongation of order h of the 

equation ( )Sk+R  whenever ( )Sp Ψk  is locally of constant rank as a 
linear mapping on each fibre (i.e., when ( )Sk+R  is a locally trivial vector 
bundle). Moreover, the sequence 

( )
( )

( )SimVEJTMS
Sp

k
kD

→−−−−→→ L0   (19) 

is also exact for all .0≥k  
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5. Local and Infinitesimal Equivalences 

In this section, we study the consequences of the previous hypotheses 
and conditions in view of showing that the micro-differentiable structures 
introduced by Pradines ([32]) and hereafter considered, do generate the 
desired global structures. By the canonical identification 

PVTPJP P kkk +++ ∏→×∏  resulting from the prolongation, by the 

target, of local vector fields defined on P, each sub-space ( )ySk+R  

determines, at every point PX k+∏∈  with ( ) ,yX =β  a sub-space 

( ) PVXX kk ++ ∏⊂∆  of the same dimension as that of ( )Sk+R  and 

thus defines an vertical-α  distribution on Pk+∏  (field of contact 
elements), whose point-wise dimension is locally constant if and only if 
the fibre bundle ( )Sk+R  is locally trivial. This last condition being 

satisfied, the distribution k+∆  is integrable since ( )Sk+R  is a Lie 
equation. 

Proposition 1. Let S be a structure of species E and finite order .  

Then ( ) ( )SSTp kk +∆=Φ  and, furthermore, the following properties are 

equivalent: 

(i) ( )Sp Ψk  is locally of constant rank, 

(ii) ( )Sp Φk  is locally of constant rank along the units of ,Pk+∏  

(iii) ( )Sp Φk  is locally of constant rank, 

(iv) k+∆  is locally of constant dimension. 

These equivalent conditions being verified, ( )Sk+R  is a union of 

integral leaves of the distribution .k+∆  

Proof. We first observe that k+∆  is invariant by all the right 

translations of the groupoid ,Pk+∏  such a translation mapping fibres-α  

onto fibres-α  and preserving the targets. On the other hand, the 

morphism ( )Sp Φk  is a differential co-variant relative to the right action 

of the groupoid Pk+∏  on itself, i.e., the following formula holds: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1 XSpYYXSp Φ=⋅Φ −
kk   (20) 

We next observe that ( ) IdimIdimSTper kkk +∆=Φ  since 

( )Spp Ψkk  identifies, by means of the canonical identification, to 

( ) IdimIdimSTp kk +∆=Φ  (cf. (14)) and that the kernel of ( )STp Φk  

ETJPT kk →∏ +:  is equal to that of the restriction ( ) kk +∏Φ VSTp :  

.EVJP k→  The invariance of k+∆  and the co-variance of ( )Sp Φk  

entails the equality everywhere and we infer the equivalence of the four 
stated properties. If F  is a leaf of ,k+∆  then ( ) 0=Φ FTSTpk  and 

consequently ( ) ( )FSp Φk  reduces to a point. In particular, when F∈X  

and ( ) ( ) ( ),, XxxSjXp α==Φ kk  then ( ) ( ) ( )xSjSp kk =Φ F  where after 

( )Sk+⊂ RF  and this achieves the proof. 

Let us now observe that, for any fibration morphism ,λ  

 

the following two conditions 

(a) λ  is locally of constant rank and 

(b) λ  is locally of vertical constant rank, i.e., the rank of the restrictions 
of λ  to the fibres is locally constant with respect to the topology of P (and 
not only of the fibres) 

are equivalent, since we always have the relation 
(verticalMran y +=λ dimk ) .λyrank  This amounts to say that the rank 

of TPTPT →λ :  differs, at each point, from the rank of VPVPT →λ :  
by the integer dim M and, in particular, that ( ).VPTerTer λ=λ kk  We 

also observe that the above properties still hold when we replace Id by 
any diffeomorphism ϕ  of M (and even by a diffeomorphism MM ′→ ). 
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In particular, when P and P ′ are fibre bundles and λ  is a morphism of 
such bundles, then the vertical rank (rank of λT  restricted to the tangent 
space of a fibre) is equal to the rank of the restriction of λ  to the fibre. 

On the other hand, and without any regularity hypotheses pending 
upon ( )Sp Φk  or ( ),Sp Ψk  we remark that the isotropy 

( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) }yXXSXS y =β=α∈= ++ kk RR0   (21) 

of ( )Sk+R  at the point y is always a closed Lie sub-group of the total 

isotropy ( )yM0
k+∏  since it is given by the “closed” conditions 

( ( )) ( ).ySjySjX kk =  Its Lie algebra identifies canonically with the linear 

isotropy 

( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) }0,0 =β=α∈= ++ XyXSXS y kk RR  (22) 

of ( )Sk+R  that on its turn is determined by the condition .0=Xpk  

Furthermore, these two remarks show that the finite and infinitesimal    
k-th order isotropies of S at the point y are entirely determined by the jet 

( ).ySjk  In particular, the jet of order  only depends on the point 

( ) .EyS ∈  Let us denote by ( )ySk+R  the fibre, with respect to α  and 

above the point y, of ( )Sk+R  and by ( )ySk+B  its projection 

( ( ) ).ySk+β R  

Corollary 1. If ( )Sk+R  is a locally trivial vector bundle then, at any 

point y, the fibre ( ( )ySk+R  is a closed and regularly embedded 

submanifold of ( ) ,yPk+∏  whose connected components are integral 

leaves of .k+∆  Furthermore, ( )ySk+B  is a closed and regularly 

embedded sub-manifold of P and the triple ( ( ) ( ) )yy SS kk ++ β BR ,,  is a 

locally trivial sub-fibre bundle of ( ) ( )yy SP kk ++∏ B  with structure 

group equal to ( )yS0
k+R  (it being understood that ( ) PS =α ). 
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Proof. It is clear that ( )ySk+R  is closed being the inverse image of 

the point ( )ySjk  relative to the map ( ) ( ) ( ) .: yyy EJPSp kkk →∏Φ +  

Inasmuch, it is also clear that ( )ySk+R  is a principal space of the 

isotropy group ( ) ,0
ySk+R  the orbits being the inverse images, by ,β  of 

the points of ( ) .ySk+B  The hypothesis on ( )Sk+R  entails, in virtue of 

the previous proposition, that ( ) ( ) ( )yyy EJPSp kkk →∏Φ +:  has a 

locally constant rank and consequently ( )ySk+R  is a regularly 

embedded sub-manifold. Since ( ) ( ),SSTper kkk +∆=Φ  we see at once 

that ( ) ( ) ( )yy SSST kkk +++ ∆= RR  and thus infer that the leaves of 

( )Sk+∆  contained in ( )ySk+R  are open sets hence, due to the connexity 

of the leaves, are necessarily the connected components. We denote by Ξ  
the distribution defined on P by ( ( ) ).yy Sk+β=Ξ R  The right invariance 

of the distribution k+∆  or, still better, the definition itself of this 

distribution shows immediately that ( ) ( ).XX β+∗ Ξ=∆β k  This 

distribution Ξ  is not, in general, of locally constant dimension but is 
generated by a family of vector fields that is involutive and locally of 
finite type. In fact, every section of ( )Sk+R  determines, by projection, a 

vector field that is a section of Ξ  and, since ( )Sk+R  is a Lie equation, 

the bracket of two sections projects onto the bracket of their images. 
Moreover, since ( )Sk+R  is locally trivial, the pre-sheaf of local sections 

of this fibre bundle is locally of finite type (in fact, locally free) and the 
local finiteness property of Ξ  follows. It is also easy to verify, by using 
again the right translations of ,Pk+∏  that the integral leaves of Ξ  are 

precisely the projections of the integral leaves of k+∆  (cf. [17] and [36], 

Chapter I, Section 2). Hence, we thus conclude that ( ( ) ) ( )yy SS kk ++ =β BR  

is a union of integral leaves of Ξ  and this union is discrete: For every 
( ) ,ySz k+∈ B  there exists an open neighbourhood U of z in P such that 

( ) US y ∩k+B  reduces to the intersection of U with a unique integral leaf 
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of .Ξ  To see this, it suffices to note firstly that the leaves of k+∆  passing 

by the points of the same fibre-β  of ( )ySk+R  project all on the same 

leave of Ξ  and secondly, recalling that ( )ySk+R  is a regularly 

embedded sub-manifold whose connected components are integral leaves 
of ,k+∆  we shall take an open neighbourhood ,U  in ( ) ,ySk+∏  of a point 

X contained in a fibre-β  of ( )ySk+R  in such a way that ( )ySk+∩ RU  

just contains the points of a single leaf of .k+∆  By right translation with 

the elements of the isotropy ( ) ,0
ySk+R  the same situation reproduces 

itself, with the translated open set, at every other point of the fibre-β  

and consequently ( )Uβ=U  responds to the required property. 

Shrinking, if necessary, the open set U  and recalling the regularity of 
the embedding of ( )ySk+R  we can show further that ( ) US y ∩k+B  is a 

slice (in a coordinate system) and, consequently, that ( )ySk+B  is a 

regularly embedded sub-manifold of P. Finally, a saturation argument of 

( )ySk+R  by the action of the total isotropy ( )yP0
k+∏  and the fact that 

( ) ,ySk+R  is closed, shows that ( )ySk+B  is closed in P. We thus see that 

( ) ( )yy SS kk ++ →β BR:  is a surmersion (surjective submersion) and, 

consequently, a (sub-) principal fibre bundle of ( ) ( )yy SP kk ++∏ B  that 

is locally trivial since it admits local sections and the proof is therefore 
complete. We shall nevertheless continue by showing, further, that the 
dimension of the eventually non-connected sub-manifold ( )ySk+B  is 

constant on each connected component of ( ).Sα  In fact, since the 

dimension of ( )Sk+R  is constant on each connected component O  of 

( ),Sα  we infer that the dimension of ( )Sk+∆  is constant on O1−β  and, 

consequently, that of ( )ySk+R  is also constant above .O  On the other 

hand, the tangent space to each fibre-β  of ( )ySk+R  is isomorphic to the 

Lie algebra ( )yS0
k+R  of the structural group ( )yS0

k+R  hence the 
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dimension of this tangent space is constant. Lastly, since ( )yy ST k+=Ξ B  

is isomorphic to the quotient of ( ) ∈∆ + YY ,k  ( ) ( ) ,, yYS y =β+kR  

modulo the tangent space to the fibre-β  at the point Y, the result follows. 

To terminate, we provide an alternative proof of the above statements in 
view of the geometrical mechanisms that it will make apparent and that 
will be of relevance in the sequel. For this, we go back to the definition  of 
the elements of ( )Sh+R  as being the jets ( )yj hξ+  of local vector fields ξ  

whose prolongations ξp  are h-th order tangent to the section S at the 

point ( ).yS  However, we can see that any ( )SY k+∈ R  transforms 

( ) Yh S α+R  into ( ) ,, k<β+ hS YhR  since the pYjet-k  with source 

( )YS α  and associated, by prolongation, to Y transforms the k-th order 

contact element of im S at the point ( )YS α  into the corresponding 

contact element at the point ( ).YS β  This property, however, fails when 

k=h  since pY  only operates on ( ) jets-1−k  of vector fields on E and 

the invariance does not subsist any longer, not even for the projected sub-
spaces ( ( ) )Yh S α+β R  and ( ( ) ).Yh S β+β R  However, if we observe in 

general, N being an arbitrary manifold, that Nr∏  operates on ,0TNJr  

then it will become apparent (cf. Lemmas 3 and 4) that Y transforms 

( ) YS α+
0
kR  onto ( ) YS β+

0
kR  since the jet ( ) ( )[ ]YSpj αξk  associated to 

( ) ( ) YSYj α++ ∈αξ 0
kk R  belongs to ( ) ( )YSTEJ α

0
k  and, consequently, pY  

transforms the jet ( )ξpjk  ( )[ ],YS α  k-th order tangent to im S at the point 

( ),YS α  into a jet-k  of vector field tangent, up to order ,k  to im S at the 

point ( ),YS β  this later jet-k  being precisely the one that corresponds, 

via prolongation, to the transformed jet ( ( )) ( ) .Y 0
YSYj β++ ∈αξ kk R  We 

thus infer that the fibres of ( )S0
k+R  at the points Yα  and Yβ  are 

isomorphic where after the isomorphy of all the fibres along any orbit 

( )ySk+B  of ( )Sk+R  in P. Since ( ) ( ) ,0
yyy SS kk ++=Ξ RR  we infer 
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that yΞ  has constant dimension along ( )ySk+B  if and only if it is 

inasmuch for ( ) .ySk+R  In particular, this implies the constancy of 

dimensions for yΞ  on the intersection of ( )ySk+B  with a connected 

component of .Sα  The sub-manifold ( )ySk+B  has therefore a constant 

dimension in each connected component of ( ).Sα  

The method of proof suggests a weakening of the regularity 
hypotheses imposed on ( ).Sk+R  Accordingly, it would suffice to assume 

that ( )Sk+R  is locally of finite type, i.e., that it be locally generated by a 

finite number of sections (differentiable sections of TPJ k+  taking values 

in ( )Sk+R ). The bracket properties of TPJ k+  would then imply that 

( )Sk+R  is a Lie equation, the set of its local sections being closed under 

the bracket. However, in the specific case of the equation ( ),Sk+R  this 

generalization is only illusory. In fact, the local finiteness of generators 
would imply lower semi-continuity for ( ) ,dim ySk+R  whereas the 

definition of this equation as the kernel of ( )Sp Ψk  would imply the upper 

semi-continuity. In definite, the local finiteness assumption is entirely 
equivalent to regularity. 

6. Micro-Differentiable Structures and Globalization 

In this section, we look for the hypotheses enabling us to endow the 
groupoid ( )Sk+R  or eventually its connected-α  component with a 

differentiable structure compatible with its algebraic structure. To begin, 
we assume that the vector bundle ( )Sk+R  is locally trivial and already 

possesses all the regularity properties indicated in the last proposition as 
well as in its corollary. We denote by ( )0Sk+R  the union of all the 

integral leaves of k+∆  issued from the units of .Pk+∏  A standard 

connectivity argument shows that ( )0Sk+R  is a sub-groupoid of 
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( )Sk+R  that we shall call its connected-α  component of the units space 

(assumed to be connected otherwise we argue on each connected 
component). Every fibre-α  of ( )0Sk+R  is in fact the connected 

component of a unit in the corresponding fibre-α  of ( ).Sk+R  

According to the general definitions ([19], [33]), ( )0Sk+R  is the 

subgroupoid of Pk+∏  generated by the Lie algebroid ( ) ⊂+ SkR  

.TPJ k+  Contrary to what has been said and written in the last century 

([34], main theorem), it is well known that Lie’s second theorem is 
inexact even for transitive pseudo-groups, i.e., for transitive sub-
groupoids of the general groupoid .Pk+∏  In other terms, given a Lie 

sub-algebroid A  of TPJk  and denoting by G  the (algebraic) sub-

groupoid of Pk+∏  it generates (e.g., by integrating the fibres-α  

distribution), it is not always possible to endow this sub-groupoid with a 
differentiable structure (of sub-manifold) in such a way that its Lie 
algebroid can be identified with the given one. The main obstruction rests 
in the non-vanishing holonomy for the integral leaves of ,k+∆  the 

distribution generated by the right translations applied to ,A  these 
leaves being precisely the fibres-α  of the desired sub-groupoid. 

Nonetheless, in our present situation, this holonomy fortunately vanishes 
since ( )Sk+R  is the kernel of a differential operator (or, more precisely, 

the kernel of its defining morphism). We shall of course proceed in the 
most standard way by first endowing an open neighbourhood of the units 
with the differentiable structure practically “imposed” by the algebroid 

( )Sk+R  and, thereafter, propagate this local differentiable structure to 

the connected-α  component ( ) .0Sk+R  In order to further propagate this 

differentiable structure to the whole of ( ),Sk+R  we shall be forced to 

add an additional hypothesis. Let us also observe that we are 
undertaking this painstaking homework since, to our knowledge, this 
construction has never been fully elucidated before. 
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Since k+∆  is regular and integrable, we take, for each unit e in 

( ),Sk+R  a foliating chart ( )αα φ,U  ([14], p.69) in such a way that 

α∈ Ue  and that the leaves contained in αU  are slices with respect to the 

coordinate system ,αφ  where a slice means a sub-manifold diffeomorphic 

to an open p-cube in k+∆= dim, ppR  (cf. the aforementioned 

reference). Let us denote by αV  the union of all the slices contained in 

αU  and that contain units of ( ).Sk+R  Then αV  is a closed and 

regularly embedded sub-manifold of .αU  We set α= UU ∪  and 

.α= VV ∪  Then βα VV ∩  is an open sub-set of both αV  and .βV  

Consequently, V  is a closed and regularly embedded sub-manifold of U  
and, of course, ( ) .0Sk+⊂ RV  We next observe that the projection V:α  

( )Sα→  is a surmersion and that the fibres-α  contained in V  are sub-

manifolds of locally constant dimension with respect to the variation of y 
in ( ).Sα  Moreover, the germ of this sub-manifold, along the units, is 

uniquely determined, i.e., does not depend on the initial choice of the 
foliating charts and, by construction, ( )Sk+R  can be identified with the 

vertical-α  tangent bundle of V  along the units. 

Due to its geometrical interest, we shall construct the same germ of 
sub-manifold by a procedure relying on the local constancy of the rank of 

( ).Sp Φk  A unit ( )Sk+∈ Re  being fixed, there exists, due to the 

constancy of the rank, a neighbourhood U  of e in Pk+∏  such that 

( ) ( )UW Sp Φ= k  is a regularly embedded sub-manifold of EJk  and that 

( ) WU →Φ :Spk  is a surmersion. Furthermore, we can assume that 

( ) ( ),IUUU ∩α=α=  where I  represents the sub-manifold of units of 

Pk+∏  and, thereafter, the intersection ( )UW SjSjim kk =∩  is a 

regularly embedded sub-manifold of .W  The inverse image of ( )USjk  by 

the map ( ) USp Φk  is equal to ( ) UR ∩Sk+  and consequently, this 

inverse image is a closed and regularly embedded sub-manifold V  of .U  
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Since ker ( ) ,kk +∆=Φ STp  we infer that the fibres-α  of V  are integral 

manifolds of maximum dimension of ,k+∆  these fibres-α  being precisely 

the fibres of ( ) WU →Φ :Spk  above the points of ( ).USjk  By shrinking, 

if necessary, the open set ,U  we can be brought to the case where these 
fibres are slices and thus infer that any leave of ,k+∆  issued from a 

point in ,IU ∩  intercepts the open set U  along a unique slice. 
Furthermore, the open set U  is a foliating chart defined in a 
neighbourhood of the unit e and verifies the conditions stated previously. 
By taking the union of all these open sets αU  corresponding to the 

various units, we obtain an open neighbourhood U~  of the units of 

( )Sk+R  in Pk+∏  such that ( ) ( )0
~~ SS kk ++ == ∩∩ RURUV  is the 

union of the slices contained in the open sets αU  that contain the units. 

Besides, V  is a neighbourhood of the units in ( )Sk+R  as well as in 

( ) .0Sk+R  The germ, along these units, of the regularly embedded sub-

manifold V  is unique and will be called, together with Pradines ([32]), 
the micro-differentiable structure of ( ).Sk+R  

We now show that this micro-differentiable structure can be extended 
to a global structure defined on ( ) .0Sk+R  Indeed, if ( )0SY k+∈ R  and 

if ( ),Yα=e  the continuation theorem ([31], pg. 10) enables us to define a 

differentiable mapping ,: Pk+∏→µ U  where U  is an open 

neighbourhood of the unit e in the sub-manifold I  composed by the 
units, ( ) ,, U∈µ e'e'  belongs to the leaf of k+∆  that contains e′ ( fibre-α  

of ( )0Sk+R ) and ( ) .Y=µ e  However, if we identify P with the units 

manifold µ,I  becomes a differentiable section of the bundle 

PP →∏α +k:  defined on U  with values in ( )0Sk+R  that assumes 

the value Y at the point e. Due to the local rank constancy of ( ),Sp Φk  

there exists a neighbourhood U  of Y in Pk+∏  such that 

( ) ( )UW Sp Φ= k  is a regularly embedded submanifold of EJk  and that 
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( ) WU →Φ :Spk  is a surmersion. We can further suppose that ( )UU α=  

( )µα= im∩U  which implies that ( )UW SjSjim kk =∩  is a regularly 

embedded sub-manifold of .W  It then follow as previously and shrinking, 
if necessary, the open set ,U  that ( ) ( ) ∩∩ 0SS kk ++ = RUR  U  is a 

closed and regularly embedded sub-manifold of ,U  inverse image by the 

map ( ) USp Φk  of ( ),USjk  and the fibres of the fibration ( ) USp Φk  

coincide, above ( ),USjk  with the fibres-α  of ( ) UR ∩Sk+  .U→  It 

follows, therefore, that ( )0Sk+R  is endowed with the differentiable 

structure of a regularly embedded submanifold of Pk+∏  compatible 

with its groupoid structure. Moreover, there exists an open set U  in 
Pk+∏  such that ( ) ( ) URR ∩SS kk ++ =0  or, in other terms, that 

( )0Sk+R  is locally closed. The open set U  can be chosen saturated with 

respect to the leaves of k+∆  since ( )Sk+R  as well as ( )0Sk+R  are 

already saturated. The constructions show clearly that ( )Sk+R  

identifies with the vertical-α  tangent bundle of ( )0Sk+R  along the 

units and that, consequently, the sheaf ( )Sk+R  is the Lie algebroid 

associated to the differentiable sub-groupoid ( )0Sk+R  ([19], [33]). 

Proposition 2. Let S be a structure of species E and finite order  
verifying the equivalent conditions of the Proposition 1. The equation 

( )0Sk+R  is then an connected-α  and regularly embedded Lie 

subgroupoid of ,Pk+∏  whose associated Lie algebroid is equal to 

( ).Sk+R  There exists an open set U  of ,Pk+∏  saturated by the integral 

foliation of ,k+∆  such that ( )0Sk+R  is closed in U  and, furthermore, 

the sequence 

( )
( )

( )SjEJS
Sp

kkk
k

,1 0
Φ

+ →−−−−→→ UR   (23) 

is exact. Conversely, when ( )0Sk+R  admits a structure of Lie 

subgroupoid of Pk+∏  with associated Lie algebroid equal to ( ),Sk+R  
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then the equivalent conditions of the Proposition 1 are satisfied and the 
differentiable structure of ( )0Sk+R  is regularly embedded. 

This proposition states precisely that ( )0Sk+R  is the non-linear Lie 

equation generated by the linear Lie equation ( )Sk+R  (cf. [26], [27]) 

when Ψkp  is locally of constant rank. The converse statement of the 

above proposition is quite simple to prove and will be omitted. 
Nevertheless, it veils behind the curtains the following rather important 
fact: We first observe that any local section of ( )Sk+R  determines, by 

right translations, a right invariant vector field on Pk+∏  that is 

contained in k+∆  and conversely. Let P  denote the pseudo-group of all 

the local transformations operating on Pk+∏  and generated by the 

flows of the above mentioned right invariant vector field. Then, each 
element of P  leaves invariant the sub-groupoid ( )0Sk+R  though it 

needs not preserve the larger sub-groupoid ( ),Sk+R  this being the main 

obstacle towards the possibility of simply extending or prolonging the 
differentiable structure of the former to the later, as was done in the 
micro-differentiable situation. So, let us now take care of ( ).Sk+R  

In the previous attempt to provide ( )0Sk+R  with a differentiable 

structure, there is a key point that still remains unexplored: The open 
sets ,U  neighbourhoods of the units e, can be chosen in such a way that 
any leaf of k+∆  issued from a point IU ∩∈e'  cuts the open set U  

along a unique slice, namely, the one containing e′. We show in fact that 
U  can be chosen in such a way that any leaf of k+∆  meets U  at most 

along a single slice (no holonomy). Since the operations of the groupoid 
Mk+∏  are continuous, we can take open neighbourhoods V  and W  of 

e such that ,,, 1 UVVUWUV ⊂⋅⊂⊂ −  and ,UVW ⊂⋅  the operations 

being performed on all composable pairs. We can further assume that 
both neighbourhoods are the domains of foliating charts, each fibre being 
a slice. Let us now take a leaf F  and assume that it meets V  along two 
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slices 1S  and .2S  If we take a point ,1S∈X  then ( )
1−

β ⋅= XX FF  is 

the leaf of k+∆  passing by the unit ( ) IU ∩∈β X  and, consequently, 
1

1
−⋅ XS  as well as 1

2
−⋅ XS  are included in the slice of U  hence also in 

that of W  containing the unit ( ).Xβ  Applying the inverse operation ,X⋅  

we infer that 1S  and 2S  are both contained in a same slice of U  and 

consequently in a same slice of V  since the later is just a foliated chart 
restriction of .U  More generally, we show that the same property 
continues to hold at each point of ,Pk+∏  it being understood that P is to 

be replaced by ( )Sα  when S is just a local section. In fact, let 

( )yjX ϕ= +k  be an arbitrary point and let us consider the .ϕ+kjflow  By 

right translations, provided by the flow elements, we establish a 

diffeomorphism ( ) ( )αϕβ→βϕβ −− 11:τ  that is compatible with k+∆  and 

consequently, the leaves are transformed in leaves, the foliating charts in 
foliating charts and the slices in slices. Furthermore, the desired property 
is verified for the foliating open set ( )Uτ  as soon as it is verified for .U  In 

sum, for every ,PX k+∏∈  there exists a foliating chart U  of k+∆  that 

is a neighbourhood of X and for which any leaf of k+∆  meets at most 

along a single slice. However, these properties translate by saying that 
the integral foliation of k+∆  is simple or, in other terms, ([31], pg. 19) 

that there exists a differentiable structure, necessarily unique, on the 
quotient kk ++ ∆∏ P  of the general groupoid modulo the integral 

leaves of k+∆  and in such a way that the quotient map →∏ζ + Mk:  

kk ++ ∆∏ M  is a surmersion. Moreover, since each leaf of k+∆  is 

contained in an fibre,-α  there is a canonical projection α  of the quotient 

space onto P that commutes with .α  As previously, we shall also denote 
by I  the identity section ( ) PyIdjPy kk ++ ∏∈→∈  and set 

.II ζ=  Then, of course, I  is a differentiable section of ,α  the 

restriction II imim →ζ :  is a diffeomorphism, im I  is a regularly 

embedded sub-manifold of the quotient kk ++ ∆∏ P  and ( ) =+ 0SkR  
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( ).1 Iim−ζ  Moreover, since ( )0Sk+R  is locally closed in a saturated 

open set ,U  the submanifold im I  is locally closed in the open set ( )Uζ  

(it should however be observed that kk ++ ∆∏ P  needs not be 

separated). Finally, since ( )Sk+R  and ( )ySk+R  are closed and 

saturated by the leaves and since ( )ySk+R  is a regularly embedded sub-

manifold of ( ) ,yPk+∏  whose connected components are precisely the 

maximal integral leaves of ,k+∆  we conclude that ( ( ))Sk+ζ R  is closed 

and that ( ( ) )ySk+ζ R  is closed and discrete (each point is isolated) in the 

fibre ( ) .yP kk ++ ∆∏  

Let us next assume that ( )Sk+R  is endowed with a differentiable 

structure that makes it become a Lie sub-groupoid of Pk+∏  and whose 

associated Lie algebroid is equal to ( ).Sk+R  We show that, under these 

conditions, the differentiable structure of ( )Sk+R  is regularly embedded 

in ( ( ))SP kk ++ ζ∏ R,  becomes a regularly embedded sub-manifold of 

kk ++ ∆∏ P  admitting the open subset im I  and the restriction 

( ( )) ( )SS α→ζα +kR:  is étale. 

In fact, since ( )Sk+R  is a Lie groupoid, the projection 

( ) ( )SS α→α +kR:  

is a surmersion and consequently, for any ( ),SX k+∈ R  there exists a 

differentiable local section µ  of α  taking its values in ( )Sk+R  and 

passing through X. Furthermore, there exists an open neighbourhood V  
of X in ( )Sk+R  such that the fibres of ( )VV α→α :  are slices. By the 

hypothesis, ( )Sk+R  is the Lie algebroid of ( )Sk+R  hence the vertical-α  

tangent bundle ( )SV k+R  is equal to ( ).Skk ++∆ R  We infer that the 

slices of V  are integral sub-manifolds of maximum dimension of k+∆  

and, more generally that the fibres-α  of ( )Sk+R  have, for connected 
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components, the integral leaves of .k+∆  Let F  be the leaf that meets 

( ),yX µ=  let us take a second section-α  ν  of ( )Sk+R  such that 

( ) F∈yν  and let us denote by V~  the saturated set of ,V  in ( ),Sk+R  by 

the integral leaves of .k+∆  Furthermore, the continuation theorem 

implies that V~  is an open subset of ( )Sk+R  and, since ( ) ,~V∈yν  we 

infer that ( )zν  and ( )zµ  belong to the same leaf of k+∆  as soon as z is 

sufficiently close to y. However, this implies that the two sections µζ  

and νζ  of α  coincide in a neighbourhood of y hence enables us to 

define a structure of differentiable sub-manifold on the image 
( ( ))Sk+ζ R  in such a way that ( ( )) ( )SS α→ζα +kR:  becomes étale. 

Let us finally show that this sub-manifold is regularly embedded. To do 
so, we recall that ( )Sk+R  is defined as being the kernel of ( )Sp Φk  and 

that this mapping is locally of constant rank. Therefore, we can find an 
open neighbourhood U  of X in Pk+∏  such that ( ) ( )UW Sp Φ= k  is a 

regularly embedded sub-manifold of EJk  and ( ) WU →Φ :Spk  is a 

surmersion. We can further assume that ( ) ( ) ( )µα=α=µα= im∩UUU  

and this implies that ( )UW SjSjim kk =∩  is a regularly embedded sub-

manifold of .W  We infer that ( ) UR ∩Sk+  is a closed and regularly 

embedded sub-manifold of ,U  inverse image of ( )USjk  by the map 

( ) ,USp Φk  and whose fibres-α  coincide with the fibers of ( ) USp Φk  

above the points of ( ).USjk  Since, ( ) ,kkk +∆=Φ Sper  the fibres-α  of 

( ) UUR →α + ∩Sk:  are integral submanifolds of maximal dimension 

of k+∆  and consequently, it is possible to choose the above open set U  

as well as the open neighbourhood V  of X in ( ),Sk+R  considered in the 

beginning, in such a way that ( ) URV ∩Sk+=  and, moreover, that the 

two differentiable structures, one induced by the given structure of 
( )Sk+R  and the other induced by that of ,U  be the same and shows 

consequently that the given structure on ( )Sk+R  is regularly embedded. 
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Saturating these open sets by the leaves of ,k+∆  we obtain much in the 

same way the open and saturated sub-sets 

( ) ,~~ URV ∩Sk+=  

and 

( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ),~~~ UUURUR ζµζ=µζ=ζ=ζ ++ ∩∩∩∩ imimSS kk  

which implies that ( ( ))Sk+ζ R  is a regularly embedded sub-manifold of 

.kk ++ ∆∏ P  

Conversely, when ( ( ))Sk+ζ R  admits the structure of a regularly 

embedded sub-manifold, then ( )Sk+R  admits the structure of a 

regularly embedded sub-manifold of Pk+∏  that induces forcefully the 

regularly embedded structure of ( ) .ySk+R  Consequently, the Lie 

algebroid associated to the Lie sub-groupoid ( )Sk+R  is necessarily equal 

to ( )Sk+R  and this implies again that the structure of ( ( ))Sk+ζ R  is 

étale over ( ).Sα  It is further clear that im I  is an open sub-manifold of 

( ( ))Sk+ζ R  that however needs not be closed by virtue of the eventual 

non-separability of the quotient kk ++ ∆∏ P  as well as that of 

( ( )).Sk+ζ R  

We show as well, using the same arguments as above, that if every 
( ),SX k+∈ R  the latter without any previously assigned structure, 

belongs to the image of a differentiable section-α  of Pk+∏  taking its 

values in ( ),Sk+R  then ( )Sk+R  is a regularly embedded sub-manifold 

of .Pk+∏  Such sections are, by the way, usually obtained by composing 

sections of ( ( )) ( )SS α→ζα +kR:  with sections of .ζ  In sum, we proved 

the following: 
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Proposition 3. Let S be a structure of species E and finite order  
satisfying the equivalent requirements of the Proposition 1. Under these 
conditions, the following properties are also equivalent: 

(i) Every element of ( )Sk+R  belongs to the image of some 

differentiable section of PP →∏α +k:  taking its values in ( ).Sk+R  

(ii) The closed subset ( ( )) kkk +++ ∆∏⊂ζ PSR  is a regularly 

embedded sub-manifold étale over ( ).Sα  

(iii) ( )Sk+R  is a Lie sub-groupoid of Pk+∏  with associated Lie 

algebroid equal to ( ).Sk+R  

(iv) ( )Sk+R  is a regularly embedded Lie sub-groupoid of .Pk+∏  

It is desirable, at this point, to examine more carefully the embedding 
of ( ).Sk+R  With this in mind, let us assume that the structure S 

satisfies the equivalent conditions of the last proposition whereby 
( )Sk+R  becomes a regularly embedded Lie sub-groupoid of Pk+∏  and 

let us denote by ( )SP kk ++∏ R  the set of right sided classes of 

Pk+∏  modulo ( ),Sk+R  that is to say, the quotient modulo the 

relation: YX ~  if and only if ( ).1 SYX k+
− ∈⋅ R  These classes are no 

other than the orbits, by the left action (via the target), of ( )Sk+R  on 

Pk+∏  and consequently, we see promptly that the right action (via the 

source) of Pk+∏  on itself factors to an action (to the right) of Pk+∏  

on the above quotient ( ).SP kk ++∏ R  We have already seen that each 

fibre-α  of ( )Sk+R  is a closed and regularly embedded sub-manifold of 

an fibre-α  of Pk+∏  and its connected components are the integral 

leaves of .k+∆  Let us now take a unit e. Since there exists a saturated 

open set U~  such that ( ) ( ) ,~~
0SS kk ++ = ∩∩ RURU  we infer, in view of 

the previous results, that there exists a foliating chart U  for ,k+∏  

neighbourhood of e, such that each fibre-α  of ( )Sk+R  issued from a 
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point IU ∩∈e'  meets the open set U  along a unique slice, namely, the 
slice containing e′. Let us next observe that the right action of Pk+∏  

permutes the trajectories (orbits) of ( ).Sk+R  Arguments entirely 

analogous to those used previously for the integral foliation of k+∆  will 

show that, for any ,PX k+∏∈  there exists a foliating chart V  of ,k+∆  

neighbourhood of X, such that an arbitrary trajectory of ( )Sk+R  will 

meet the open set V  in at most one slice. We find ourselves within 
conditions entirely analogous to those found in the Theorem 8, pg. 19 of 
[31]. In this theorem, the differentiable structure of the quotient (i.e., the 
appropriate changes of charts) is guaranteed by the transport theorem 
([31], pg. 10) which however does not apply in the present case in view of 
the (eventual) non-connectivity of the fibres-α  of ( ).Sk+R  Nevertheless, 

the transport can be replaced by the following argument: Let 
( ) ( )XSX α=∈ + e,kR  the corresponding source, µ  a differentiable 

section of ( ) ( )SS α→α +kR:  assuming the value ( ) X=µ e  (it is 

essentially here that intervenes the property (i) of the last proposition) 
and ,U  respectively ,U ′  the domain of a foliating chart of ,k+∆  

neighbourhood of e, respectively X, whose intersection with any orbit of 
( )Sk+R  reduces at most to a single slice and that verifies moreover the 

condition ( ) .UIU ′⊂µ ∩  Let W  be a sub-manifold transverse to the 

slices of U  such that IUW ∩⊃  and let us set 

{ ( ) }.IUWV ∩∈β∈= YY  

Clearly, V  remains a transversal sub-manifold, we define the mapping 
( ) ( ) YYYP ⋅βµ=∑∏→∑ + ,: kV  and see readily that the following 

properties hold: 

(1) ( )Y∑  is contained in the orbit of Y, 

(2) ,µ=∑ IU ∩  

(3) ( ) ,UV ′⊂∑  in shrinking if necessary the sub-manifold .V  
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The condition (1) implies that ∑  is injective. Furthermore, since the 
right action of Pk+∏  on itself is effective and the map 

( )IUIU ∩∩ µ→µ :  

is a diffeomorphism of regularly embedded sub-manifolds, we infer that 
∑  has injective rank (on the tangent level) and consequently 

( )VV ∑→∑ :  is a diffeomorphism of sub-manifolds respecting the orbits 

(property (1)) and ( )V∑  is transverse to the slices of .U ′  We can therefore 

extend the conclusions of Palais’ theorem to the space of the orbits of 
( )Sk+R  since the two charts in the quotient space originating from U  

and U ′  do as well originate from the transverse submanifolds V  and 
( )V∑  and therefore are compatible. The quotient set ( )SP kk ++∏ R  

admits therefore a (necessarily unique) differentiable manifold structure 
for which the quotient map is a surmersion. We next remark that 

( )0SPP kkkk ++++ ∏=∆∏ R  and the diagram below is 

commutative: 

 

the arrow 1−ζζ′=  being surjective and étale. Furthermore, ( )Sk+R  

( ) ( )( )Iζ′ζ′= −1  (inverse image) and ( ( )) ( )( ).1 IR ζ′=ζ −
+ Sk  The arrows 

ζ′ζ,  and   are differential co-variants with respect to the right action 

(by the source) of Pk+∏  on the three spaces. The quotient manifold 

( )SP kk ++∏ R  can be obtained from ( )0SP kk ++∏ R  by 

identifying the points on each orbit that are deducible one from the other 
by the discrete action of ( )Sk+R  and this identification is globally 

compatible when the equivalent properties of the above proposition are 
verified. We next observe that the co-variance of ( )Sp Φk  enables the 

factorisation of this morphism, modulo the action of ( ),Sk+R  and 
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consequently the diagram that follows is commutative, the factored 
differential co-variant ( )Sp Φ′k  becoming an injective immersion. 

( )

( )

( )

.

SP

Sp

EJP
Sp

kk

k

kk
k

++

Φ
+

∏

Φ↓ζ′

→−−−∏

R

  (24) 

We infer that im ( )Sp Φk  is a sub-manifold (not always regularly 

embedded) of EJk  canonically isomorphic to the quotient Pk+∏  

( ),Sk+R  the map ( ) ( )SSpim α→Φα k:  is a fibration and 

( ) ( )SpimPSp Φ→∏Φ + kkk :  

is a surmersive morphism of fibrations having for basis ( )Sα  (P being 

replaced by ( )Sα  when S is not global). The covariance of ( )Sp Φk  finally 

shows that ( ( ) ( ) )kk pSSpim ,,, ααΦ  is a prolongation space of order 

k+  and that the map 

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) )kkkkkk pSSpimpSSPSp S ,,,,,,: ααΦ→αα∏Φ′ ++ R  

is an isomorphism of prolongation spaces where the first term is given 
the quotient prolongation space structure, modulo the right action of 

( ),Sk+R  of the canonical structure of Pk+∏  resulting from the 

standard prolongation operation by the source ([20], § 16, part (b)). 

Theorem 1. Let S be a structure of species E and of finite order  
such that ( )Sp Ψk  is locally of constant rank. Then the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

(i) ( )Sk+R  is a Lie sub-groupoid of ,Pk+∏  whose associated Lie 

algebroid is equal to ( ).Sk+R  

(ii) ( )Sk+R  is a regularly embedded (and closed) Lie sub-groupoid of 

.Pk+∏  
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(iii) There exists a differentiable structure on ( )SP kk ++∏ R  such 

that the quotient map is a submersion. 

(iv) The image of ( )Sp Φk  admits a sub-manifold structure of EJk  

such that the map ( ) ( )SpimPSp Φ→∏Φ + kkk :  is a submersion. 

(v) Every element of ( )Sk+R  belongs to the image of a local 

differentiable section of PP →∏α +k:  taking values in ( ).Sk+R  

These equivalent conditions being verified, the quotient differential 
covariant 

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) )kkkkkk pSSpimpSSPSp S ,,,,,,: ααΦ→αα∏Φ′ ++ R  

is an isomorphism of prolongation spaces. 

Corollary 2. Let S be a structure of species E and of finite order  
such that ( )Sp Ψk  is locally of constant rank and let us assume further 

that the equation ( )Sk+R  is transitive ( ( ( )) ).TPS =β +kR  Under these 

conditions, the equivalent properties of the previous theorem are always 
satisfied namely, ( )Sk+R  is a closed and regularly embedded Lie sub-

groupoid of .Pk+∏  Moreover, ( )Sk+R  as well as ( )0Sk+R  are locally 

trivial Lie sub-groupoids and ( )0Sk+R  is closed in .Pk+∏  

Proof. The transitivity of ( )Sk+R  implies that the restriction of β  
to each fibre-α  of ( )Sk+R  is a submersion (that will be surjective 
whenever ( )Sk+R  becomes transitive). Let ( ) ( ),, XySX α=∈ +kR  and 
let us take a section σ  of ( ) PS x →β +kR:  defined on an open 

neighbourhood U  of y such that ( ) e=σ y  (the unit associated to y). The 

map ( ) ( ) ,,: 1−
+ σ⋅=∏→ yXyP ττ kU  is an section-α  taking its values 

in ( )Sk+R  and such that ( ) ,Xy =τ  thus retrieving the property (v) of 

the last theorem. The submersivity of β  on each fibre-α  of ( )Sk+R  
implies the submersivity of ( ) ( ) ( )SSS α×α→β×α +kR:  whereupon 
the possibility ([19]) in defining local trivializations of ( )Sk+R  and 

( )0Sk+R  with the help of local sections of .β×α  We also remark, en 
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passant, that each domain of a local trivialization admits a regularly 
embedded differentiable structure inherited from the isotropy, at a given 
point, of ( )Sk+R  (resp., ( )0Sk+R ), this isotropy being a closed Lie sub-

group hence regularly embedded (resp., regularly embedded hence also 
closed). The family of all such trivialisations is compatible and defines 
thereafter the regularly embedded structure of ( )Sk+R  inasmuch as 
that of ( ) .0Sk+R  We finally note that, in the transitive case envisaged, 

the topological nature of ( )0Sk+R  is entirely determined by the 

topological nature of its isotropy group at a point. Since this group is 

closed in ( ) ,0
yPk+∏  we derive that ( )0Sk+R  is closed in .Pk+∏  

Observe, however, that the isotropy of ( )0Sk+R  is not necessarily the 

connected component, of the unit, in the isotropy of ( ).Sk+R  

Corollary 3. Let S be a structure of species E and of order  such 
that ( )Sp Ψk  is locally of constant rank. Under these conditions, 

(a) ( )0Sh++kR  is the standard h-th prolongation of ( ) ,0Sk+R  i.e., 

( ) ( ) .00 SJPS hhh kkk +++++ ∏= ∩ RR  

(b) If, moreover, S verifies the equivalent conditions of the theorem, 
then ( )Sh++kR  is the standard h-th prolongation of ( ).Sk+R  

The proof of this corollary relies on [22] and on the following lemma: 

Lemma 5. Let ( )σ′′→→′ ,EEE  be an exact sequence of fibrations 

over the base space P (exact in the set theoretical sense and also in the 
vertical tangential sense). Then, for any integer ,k  the sequence of 
prolonged fibrations ( )σ′′→→′ kkkk jEJEJEJ ,  is also exact. 

It is then achieved by an inductive argument on the integer k  using, 
at each stage, the affine structure of the kernels as well as the exactness 
of the sequence of linear symbols that is a consequence of the tangential 
exactness of the initially given sequence. 

In order to prove the part (b) of the corollary, we simply use the 
exactness of the sequence 
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( )
( )

( ),, SjEJPS
Sp

kkkk
kΦ

++ →−−−−∏→R  

whose tangential exactness follows from the local constancy of the rank of 
( )Sp Φk  and thereafter observe that the diagram below is commutative 

and exact: 

 

11

↑↑
 

As for the part (a), we simply replace, according to the Proposition 2, the 
previous exact sequence by 

( )
( )

( ).,0 SjEJS
Sp

kkk
kΦ

+ →−−−−→ UR  

We now observe that it is essential to use hypotheses guaranteeing the 
appropriate differentiable structures for ( )Sk+R  and ( )0Sk+R  in the 

lack of which the above corollary becomes inexact, not subsisting but the 
inclusion 

( ) ( ).SSJP hhh kkk +++++ ⊂∏ ∩ RR  

The above proof being rather esoteric3, we shall transcribe it in local 
coordinates for the usage of the non-initiated. However, this naïve 
transcription will be useful later. We recall that both Lie and Cartan 
frequently indulged into incredible calculations since they believed, 
presumably, that this was the first step in understanding Heaven right 
here from earth. Nowadays, calculations are for many a boring activity 

                                                      
3Qualification given, in the ancient schools of the greek philosophers, to their secret 
doctrines reserved solely for the initiated. 
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though, for others, become indispensable. Just imagine a cosmologist 
trying to figure out whether Einstein’s constant c is the same here in our 
vicinity as is in, for example, Andromeda, 60 million light years away, or 
in the Whirlpool Galaxy? The same doubts arise inasmuch for π  and on 
how do Pythagorean circles behave in the Magellania Cloud or on how 
does e behave, does it also change + for ,×  in Antennae? Even at a much 
closer range, just beyond the neutral zone, we might ask whether the 
Klingon’s uncertainty (undecidability)  is as high as for the humans or 
whether they are more self-confident? ([28]). 

In order to do so, let us return to the notations in the proof of the last 

proposition and take a point ( )SX k+∈ R  as well as a differentiable     

α-section Pk+∏→µ U:  taking its values in ( )Sk+R  and such that 

( ) .Xy =µ  By the local constancy of the rank of ( ),Sp Φk  there exists an 

open neighbourhood U  of X in Ph++∏ k  such that ( ) ( )UW Sp Φ= k  is a 

regularly embedded sub-manifold of EJk  and that ( ) WU →Φ :Spk  is a 

 

Figure 1. The universe. 
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surmersion. We can assume, as previously, that ( ) α=α= UU ( ),µim∩U  

which implies that ( )UW SjSjim kk =∩  is a regularly embedded sub-

manifold of .W  Shrinking, if necessary, the open set ,U  let us take a 
finite family ( )if  of independent functions whose zeros define the sub-

manifold ( )USjk  in .W  The local constancy of the rank of ( )Sp Φk  

combined with the key property ( )UW SjSjim kk =∩  forces the 

composite functions ( )SpfF ii Φ= k  to be also independent, their zeros 

defining ( ) .UR ∩Sk+  We shall now complete the functions ( )iF  to a 

local coordinates system by adding some functions ( ).jG  The condition 

( ) ( )SyjY hh kk ++++ ∈ϕ= R  means that ( ) ( ) ( )YSjYSp hh kk ++ =Φ  or, 

equivalently, since ( ) ,hh pp kk =+  that 

( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ).ySjjyjSpj hh kkk =ϕΦ +  

Translated into coordinates, this condition reads ( ) ( ) .0=ϕ+ yjFj ih k  

However, still in coordinates, if we replace ϕ+kj  by the local section σ  

of ( ) PS →α +kR:  whose components along the coordinates iF  are null 

and, along the ,jG  are equal to those of ,ϕ+kj  we shall obtain the equality 

( ) ( ) ( )yjyjj hh σ=ϕ+k  and consequently, ( ).SJPY hh kk +++∏∈ ∩ R  The 

above argument is in fact a transversality argument of ( )Sp Φk  with im 

Sjk  in a slightly more general context since transversality of the two, in 

the usual context, does not hold. What holds in fact is the following: 
There exists, in an open neighbourhood W  of each point y belonging to 
im ,Sjk  a local foliation for which one of its leaves is an open subset of im 

Sjk  (for example, the foliation ii cf =  of the former open set W ) and 

such that, if we denote by W ′  the quotient of W  modulo the leaves and 
by WW ′→ρ :  the projection, the composed map ( )Sp Φρ k  will be of 

constant rank on a sufficiently small open neighbourhood V  of y. This 
argument proves the claim in part (b) of the corollary. As for the part (a) 
it will suffice to repeat the argument placing us above the open set .U  
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Let us now reassume the general case where no regularity 
hypothesis, on ( ),Sp Ψk  is assumed. We already remarked that the 

isotropies ( ( ))yS0
k+R  and ( )yS0

k+R  only depend upon the jet ( )ySjk  

and that, in particular, the isotropy of order  only depends on the point 
( ).yS  It then follows that the symbol ( )ySg  of ( )SR  at the point y also 

depends only on ( ).yS  Observing that ( ) ( ),SperS Ψ=+ kk kR  a simple 

calculation ([20], Lemma 23.2; [23], Proposition 4.3; [35], Proposition 9.3) 
will show that the symbol ( )ySk+g  of ( )Sk+R  is the k-th algebraic 

prolongation (espace déduit) of the symbol ( )ySg  and consequently, 

Proposition 4. The symbol of ( )Sk+R  at the point y only depends 

upon ( ) EyS ∈  and this result is independent of any regularity condition 

requirement on the morphism ( ).Sp Ψk  Moreover, the symbol ( )ySk+g  is 

the k-th algebraic prolongation of ( ) .ySg  

We now examine the non-linear situation. Let ( ),1 SX −+∈ kR  

consider the canonical projection PP 1: −++ ∏→∏ρ kk  and define the 

non-linear symbol 

( ) { ( ) ( ) }XYSYSg X =ρ∈= ++ kk R  

of ( )Sk+R  above X. Let us show and this without any regularity 

hypotheses on ( )Sp Φk  that ( )XSg k+  is an affine sub-space of the total 

symbol above X, namely, the space { ( ) }.XYPY =ρ∏∈ +k  We first 

observe that, for each pair ( ) ,, PPzy ×∈  the set 

( )( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) },,, zXyXSXS zy =β=α∈= ++ kk RR  

is a simply transitive homogeneous space of the group ( )yS0
k+R  by the 

right action and also of the group ( )zS0
k+R  by the left action. It then 

follows that ( )( )zyS ,k+R  is a closed and regularly embedded 
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submanifold of ( )zyP ,k+∏  canonically isomorphic to the left or to the 

right isotropy. For any ( ),1 SX −+∈ kR  with ( )Xy α=  and ( ),Xz β=  

the same argument shows that the symbol ( )XSg k+  is a closed and 

regularly embedded sub-manifold of the total symbol above X since it is a 
simply transitive homogeneous space of the closed Lie group 

( ) [ ( ) ( ) ],0
1

0
yyy SSerSg −+++ →= kkk k RR  

by the right action and also of the corresponding group ( )zSg k+  by the 

left action. Note that ( )ySg k+  is simply the symbol of ( )Sk+R  above 

the unit of ( )S1−+kR  that identifies with y. Let us finally show that 

( )XSg k+  is a connected sub-manifold, in fact an affine sub-space of the 

total symbol. For this, let Z be the projection of X in ( )SR  and observe 

that every ( )XSgY k+∈  projects onto Z by the projection .ρ  We now 

take (at last) local coordinate systems ( )iy  in an open neighbourhood U  

of y and ( )λz  in an open neighbourhood V  of z and consider the 

corresponding “jet” coordinate system ( ) r
i zzy ≤α

λ
α

λ ,,  on the open set 

( ) ( )VU ×β×α −1
r  of .Pr∏  Inasmuch, we also take an adapted local 

coordinate system ( )µwyi ,  in an open neighbourhood W  of the point 

( ) ( ) ( )ySZS =Φ  in ( )0π= ii yyE  and there exists of course an open 

neighbourhood U  of Z in ( ) ( )VU ×β×α −1  such that ( ) ( ) .WU ⊂Φ S  We 

write { }µΦΦ ,i  the components, along the coordinates ( ),, µwyi  of the 

restriction ( ) .: WU →Φ S  Since ( )SΦ  is a morphism over the identity, 

we infer that ( ) .,, iii yzzy =Φ λ
α

λ  We denote by k+U  the inverse image, 

by ,: PP Π→∏ρ +k  of the open set U  and observe that the former 

contains ( )XSg k+  and is endowed with the restrictions of the 

coordinates ( ) .,, k+≤α
λ
α

λ zzyi  Finally, denote by ( ) kWW =ρ−1  the open 
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set, of ,EJk  inverse image of W  and equipped with the natural 

coordinates ( ) k≤α
µ
α

µ wwyi ,,  derived from ( )., µwyi  Then ( )Sp Φk  

( ) kk WU ⊂+  and the components of the restriction ( ) ,: kkk WU →Φ +Sp  

with respect to the coordinates ( ) ,,, k≤α
µ
α

µ wwyi  are precisely the 

functions { } ,,, k≤α
µ

α
µ Φ∂ΦΦi  where α∂  is the total derivative of order 

α  with respect to the variables ( )iy  (iterated total derivatives in jet 

spaces). In particular, the symbol ( )XSg k+  is defined, in the affine 

space of the total symbol over X, by the equations: 

( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ., kk =α∂∂==Φ∂ αµαµ
α

µ
α yySxSjwY  

Since 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),XFzZzY α
λ

β+α
λ
β

µ

=β

µ
α +⋅∂Φ∂=Φ∂ ∑  

where, on the right hand side, we only detail the highest order terms, the 
symbol ( )XSg k+  being thereafter determined by the following linear 

equations with constant coefficients in the variables ,, k+=γλ
γz  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),XFyySzZz α
αµαλ

β+α
λ
β

µ

=β

−∂∂=⋅∂Φ∂∑  

defining, as pretended, a linear affine sub-space in the space of the total 
symbol. 

Let us now glimpse at the intrinsical aspects. With the help of the 
canonical identification, we can see that the abelian Lie algebra 

( ) ( )zz SS 0
kk ++ ⊂ Rg  is not only the Lie algebra of the group ( )zSg k+  

but has much more impact. Recalling the results of [20], § 19, each 
element ( )zSv k+∈ g  determines a vector field on the total symbol space 

that generates a global 1-parameter group ( )ttϕ  with the property that 

( ) vYY +=ϕ1  is precisely the affine operation by the vector v. The orbits 
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of this action are all the linear affine sub-spaces of the total symbol 
whose direction is given by ( )zSk+g  and finally, since the sub-spaces 

generated, at each point, by the above vector fields are necessarily 
contained in ,k+∆  the Proposition 1 will imply that an orbit, by the 

above (infinitesimal) affine action of ( ) ,zSk+g  that contains an element 

of ( )XSg k+  is entirely contained in ( ) .XSg k+  A dimensional argument 

will also show that dim ( )XSg k+  is equal to the dimension of the orbits 

and the previous tinkering (bricolage) with local coordinates only serves 
to prove that ( )XSg k+  is also connected hence equal to an entire orbit. 

Furthermore, if we consider as symbol of a non-linear equation the family 
of all tangent spaces to the non-linear symbol ( ) ,XSg k+  the tangent 

symbol, we perceive that this family of tangent symbols is nothing else, 
by the canonical identification, than ( ) .zSk+g  It then follows that the 

tangent symbol of ( )Sk+R  above the point X is the k-th algebraic 

prolongation of the tangent symbol of ( )SR  at the point Z, hence only 

depends on ( ).zS  Otherwise, this last result can equally be obtained with 

the help of the Lemma 23.2 in [20] or the Proposition 4.3 in [23] or still 
the Proposition 9.3 in [35]. Let us finally observe that the groupoid 
structure of ( )Sk+R  enables us to further explicit the affine structure of 

the non-linear symbol. In fact, the argument in coordinates shows that 
the group ( )zSg k+  is connected, non-compact and actually 

homeomorphic to a numerical space. Being abelian, it canonically 
identifies with its Lie algebra ( )zSk+g  and the affine action of the latter 

on the total symbol above X is nothing else but the left action by the 
abelian group ( ) .zSg k+  The symbol ( )XSg k+  is just one of the orbits of 

this action, the restricted action becoming simply transitive (without 
fixed points). Similarly, the right action of ( )ySg k+  on ( )XSg k+  is an 

affine space structure that coincides with the previous one as soon as we 
identify ( )ySg k+  with ( )zSg k+  by means of a conjugation via an 

element of ( ) .XSg k+  
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Proposition 5. Without any regularity hypotheses on ( ),Sp Φk  the 

symbol of ( )Sk+R  above any point ( )SX 1−+∈ kR  is an affine subspace 

of the total symbol and the corresponding affine structure can be 
identified with the left action by the symbol ( )zSg k+  of the isotropy at the 

point ( ).Xz β=  The tangent symbol above X is isomorphic to ( )zSk+g  

and consequently only depends upon the point ( ) .EzS ∈  In particular, the 

non-linear symbol and the tangent symbol above a unit ( ),1 Se −+∈ kR  i.e., 

the symbol of the isotropy group of order k+  at the point ( ) ( )eey β=α=  

as well as its Lie algebra ( )ySk+g  only depend upon ( ).yS  

7. The General Problem 

Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite prolongation space of order  and let us 

now assume that E hence consequently P are paracompact spaces.           
Let us denote by ( )PΓ=Γ  the general pseudo-group of all the local 

diffeomorphisms of P and by ( )PLL =  the pseudo-algebra of all the local 

vector fields (infinitesimal automorphisms). By prolongation of Γ  (resp., L ) 
to ,EJk  we obtain the pseudo-group ,k+Γ  resp., the pseudo-algebra (pre-

sheaf of Lie algebras) .k+L  These are obtained by localisation of ,Γkp  

resp., Lkp  which means that we consider the set of all local finite or 

infinitesimal transformations of EJk  that coincide locally with the 

prolonged transformations (and where π= kk pp ). Although Γ  and L  

are “Lie” at any order, this might fail to be true with the prolonged 
objects, the regularity of these being closely related to the geometry of 
the prolongation space E. Nevertheless, we can still obtain much 
information concerning the formal equivalence problem as well as on 
other matters involving structures of species E by examining closely the 
trajectories (orbits) of these prolonged pseudo-groups and pseudo-
algebras. In fact, the “lemma” is as follows: 
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Two jets-k  of structures of species E are equivalent (or two germs of 

structures of species E are equivalent up to order k ) when the two jets find 
themselves on the same trajectory of .k+Γ  

The prolongation space PEJp →kk :  being of order ,k+  we know 

that any local diffeomorphism ϕ  of P prolongs to a local diffeomorphism 

ϕkp  defined by ( ) ( ) .XpjXp ⋅ϕ=ϕ kk  We thus obtain a left or right action 

of the groupoid Pk+∏  on EJk  though, for the time being, we only 

consider the left action. If ,XZXZ ⋅′=⋅  then of course ∈′− ZZ 1 ,0
XPk+∏  

the isotropy group of Pk+∏  at the point X, that we shall denote by 

( )XH k+  or simply ( ).XH  The action being differentiable, each isotropy 

group is a closed Lie subgroup of ( )XyPy α=∏ + ,0
k  and the isotropies at 

two distinct points of the same orbit ( ) XPX ⋅∏=Ω +k  are conjugate 

subgroups. Furthermore, the quotient space ( ) ( )XHP y kk ++∏  of the 

classes, to the left, of ( )yPk+∏  that are orbits under the right action 

(by the source) of ( ),XH k+  is a differentiable fibre bundle in 

homogeneous spaces via the left action (by the target) of 

) ( ),,0 XzP z β=∏ +k  on the fibre above z. The isotropy of this left action 

at the point ( )XHZ ∈  is equal to ( ),XZH ⋅  it is obtained by the 

conjugation ( ) ( ) 1−=⋅ ZXZHXZH  and the diagram below is 

commutative: 

 

the arrow µ  being bijective onto ( )XΩ  and differentiable as a mapping 

into .EJk  Let us now transport on ( )XΩ  and by means of µ  the 

differentiable structure coming from the quotient and show that ( )XΩ  

becomes a sub-manifold of EJk  though not necessarily regularly 
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embedded. To do so, it will suffice to show that ,µ  as a mapping into 

,EJk  is an immersion (maximum injective rank) and this leads us to 

examine the infinitesimal prolongation. 

The prolonged infinitesimal pseudo-algebra k+L  induces, at each 

point, a subspace of the tangent space to EJk  and consequently, a 

distribution (field of contact elements) k∆  on the manifold EJk  that is 

generated by a family of vector fields stable under the bracket. Though 
involutive, this distribution can admit singularities. Since the 
infinitesimal prolongation operator kp  is of order ,k+  each subspace 

( )Xk∆  is entirely determined by ( ) ( )XyTPJ y α=+ ,k  and, more 

precisely, the following sequence is exact: 

.0→−−−∆→−−−×
λ

+ kkk
k

EJTPJ P  

Since the sheaf of germs of local sections of TPJ k+  is free and of finite 

rank, the image sheaf, that is closed for the bracket and generates ,k∆  is 

also of finite type hence ([17], [36]) every EJX k∈  is contained in a 

maximal integral sub-manifold ( )Xω  and verifies ( ) ( )YY XT k∆=ω  for all 

( ),XY ω∈  though the ensemble of these integral sub-manifolds does not 

form necessarily a regular foliation since their dimensions can vary. The 
space EJk  admits therefore a partition by integral leaves, with eventual 

singularities, of .k∆  Moreover, the leaf ( )Xω  is the set of points of EJk  

that can be joined from X by piecewise differentiable integral curves of 
.k∆  Since k∆  is generated by ,k+L  the leaf ( )Xω  is also the trajectory 

of k+L  passing by X hence, the set of all points of EJk  that we can join 

to X (or, for that matter, from X) by piecewise differentiable curves where 
each differentiable arc is the trajectory of a vector field belonging to 

.k+L  We infer that ( ) ( )XX Ω⊂ω  and, more generally, that ( )XΩ  is a 

union of integral leaves of .k∆  Furthermore, since TPJ k+  is the Lie 

algebroid of the Lie groupoid Pk+∏  and since 
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(a) the prolongation, by the target, of L  to Pk+∏  is infinitesimally 

transitive on each α-fibre, the trajectories of the prolonged algebroid 

k+L  being the connected components of the α-fibres-maximal integral 

sub-manifolds of the trivial distribution PV k+∏  - as well as 

(b) the infinitesimal action kp  being derived from the finite action ,kp  

we infer (always under the canonical identification) that 

(c) the tangent map to ( ) ( ) EJXP y kk ⊂Ω→∏ +  at the point Z is 

equal to ( ) ( ) EJTTPJ XZZ kkk ⋅β+ →λ :  and consequently its rank is 

equal to ( ) ,XZdim ⋅∆k  

(d) the Lie algebra ( )Xh  of ( )XH  is equal to the kernel of the map 

( ) ( ) ,: EJTTPJ XX kkk →λ α+  

and 

(e) since ( ) ( ) ,ZXZHXZH ⋅=  the kernel of the tangent map to 

( ) ( ) ( )XHPP yy kkk +++ ∏→∏  at the point Z is equal to ( ) =⋅ XZh  

( ) ( ) ( ),ZXZer β=⋅αλkk  

we conclude that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) XZZXZH XZhTPJ ⋅β+∗ ∆→⋅µ kk:  

is an isomorphism hence ( )XΩ  is a sub-manifold of EJk  for which the 

integral leaves of k∆  are open sets. Since these leaves are the trajectories 

of ,k+L  they are disjoint and constitute the connected components of 

( ),XΩ  Finally, since the connected components of yPk+∏  are the 

trajectories of the standard prolongation of L  by the target, we see that 
the image of each connected component of yPk+∏  by the map q  is an 

integral leaf of k∆  contained in ( )XΩ  and therefore the inverse image of 

a leaf is a union of connected components. In particular, the image of the 
connected component of the unit at the point y is equal to ( ).Xω  
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Theorem 2. Each orbit ( )XΩ  of k+Γ  is a differentiable sub-manifold 

of EJk  canonically isomorphic to ( )XHPy kk ++∏  and invariant 

under ,k+L  the infinitesimal action being transitive. The quadruple 

( ( ) )kpPX ,,, αΩ  is a finite prolongation space of order k+  and the 

groupoid Pk+∏  as well as the sheaf (pseudo-algebra) TPJ k+  operate 

on it. The restrictions of k+Γ  and k+L  to ( )XΩ  are finite and 

infinitesimal pseudo-groups and pseudo-algebras of arbitrary order. For 

all ,h≥k  the canonical projection k,hρ  transforms every k-th order orbit 

onto an h-th order orbit and thus defines a prolongation spaces morphism. 
The distribution k∆  on EJk  induced by k+L  is involutive and locally of 

finite type, its maximal integral manifolds are the orbits of k+L  and each 

orbit of the finite action has for its connected components the orbits of the 
infinitesimal action. The quadruple ( ( ) )kpPX ,,, αω  is an infinitesimal 

prolongation space of order k+  whenever P is connected. 

The standard prolongation by the target ([20], § 16, item (a)) 

determines a canonical finite prolongation structure ( )bpPP kk ,,, β∏  of 

finite order k  for which the α-fibres are the trajectories4. For each 

,Py ∈  the prolongation sub-space (( ) )b
y pPP kk ,,, β∏  is transitive and 

the equivalence relation defined by any closed Lie sub-group ( )yPH 0
k∏⊂  

is compatible with the prolongation operations. Consequently, the 

quotient quadruple (( ) )b
y pPHP kk ,,, β∏  is a finite prolongation space 

of order .k  

 

 

                                                      
4 −spk prolongation by the source, −bpk prolongation by the target (but). 
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Corollary 4. The canonical isomorphism of the preceding theorem is 

an isomorphism of prolongation spaces 

(( ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ).,,,,,, kkk pPXpPXHP b
y αΩ→−−−β∏

µ
++  

Since k∆  admits in general singularities, the space of orbits by the finite 

or infinitesimal actions is most often rather complicated. It can reduce to 
a finite number or to a discrete family of orbits (for the quotient 
topology), it can present itself as a regular foliation (continuous family of 
orbits) and, most often, the two options can appear simultaneously. 

The discrete orbits correspond geometrically to the existence of 
models (in coordinates) for the germs of structures or for their jets.-k  

Quite to the contrary, the continuous families of orbits apparently turn 
nonexistent the presence of models these being replaced by local 
deformations of non-equivalent structures, since the nature in itself of a 
model highlights and emphasizes the notion of rigidity (not to be 
confounded with the deformation of structures locally equivalent to a 
given model). When the orbits are discrete, the formal and local 
equivalence problems will have to be examined by methods specific to 
each case and using all the available techniques as well as the invariants. 
This is the case especially for the “modelled structures” (for example, 
modelled on a Lie pseudo-group) where we shall first try to establish the 
formal equivalence with the model and thereafter the local equivalence 
leading most often to an integrability problem. When the orbits are 
distributed along continuous families, it seems advantageous to appeal to 
the differential invariants of the action of Γ  on the space E. These 
however are only speculations and the sole positive statement is the 
following: 

Two infinite jets of structures of species E are formally equivalent if 

and only if their ,- jetsk  for any ,k  belong to the same k-th order orbit. 
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8. The Restricted Problem 

Often, mainly in physics and other domains, it is important to know 
the equivalence not only with respect to an arbitrary transformation but 
also one respecting certain additional properties (e.g., conservation laws) 
and this conveys us to what we call the restricted equivalence problem 
with respect to the transformations of a given pseudo-group or pseudo-
algebra. 

Let Γ  be a pseudo-group of local transformations operating on the 
manifold P and L  the corresponding infinitesimal pseudo-algebra 
(sometimes called infinitesimal pseudo-group), i.e., the sub-presheaf of 
( )TPΓ  (sections) obtained by localizing as well as pasting together all the 

local vector fields of P of the form ,0=ϕ=ξ ttdt
d  where ( )ttϕ  is a local 

one parameter family of element of .Γ  We shall say that Γ  is a Lie 
pseudo-group of order 0k  if, for any ,0kk ≥  the following properties hold: 

(a) ΓkJ  is a closed Lie sub-groupoid of Pk∏  and the projection 

,: Γ→Γρ + kk JJ h  

is a surmersion. 

(b) ,1Γ+kJ  considered as a differential equation on the fibration 

,: 1 PP →∏α +k  

is the standard prolongation of .ΓkJ  

(c) ΓkJ  is infinitesimally complete, i.e., the associated linear Lie 

equation PVJ Γ= kkR  (P being identified with the units of ΓkJ  and 

verticalV -α= ) is equal to .LkJ  

(d) Γ  is complete of order 0k  which means that Γ∈ϕ  if and only if 

ϕ0kj  is a section (solution) of .0ΓkJ  
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Remark. When (a) is verified, we can easily prove that Γ+1kJ  is 

contained in the prolongation (as a differential equation) of ΓkJ  and 

consequently the property (b) will follow eventually at a higher order 
,0 h+k  namely, when the δ-cohomology of the symbols of the linear 

equations kR  become 1-acyclic. This results locally, in an open 

neighbourhood U  of a point in ,, 01 hmJm +=Γ+ k  in virtue of the 

prolongation theorem of Cartan-Kuranishi ([23], Theorem 10.1). The 
invariance of the prolongation ( )ΓmJp  by the left action of Γ+1mJ  shows 

that the open set U  can be chosen saturated with respect to the orbits of 
this action. Finally, an argument based on the constancy of the 
characters of an exterior differential system, similar to that employed in 
the proof of the finiteness theorem below, shows that equality holds, at 

the level ,µ+m  in the open set ( ).1 U−ρm  In the next section, we provide a 

global proof. 

The property (b) implies the corresponding property for the linear 
equations .kR  Moreover, the property (d) together with (c) imply that L  

is complete of order 0k  and, consequently, L  is a Lie pseudo-algebra 

(infinitesimal pseudo-group) of order 0k  since ( )kk R=LJ  is a locally 

trivial vector sub-bundle of TPJk  and L1+kJ  is the prolongation of LkJ  

in the sense of linear equations. Finally, the property (c), that will be a 
consequence of (a), (b) and the Cartan-Kähler theorem when the initial 
data is real analytic (it will also be a consequence in other situations, 
especially in the transitive elliptic case), serves to assure later that any 
orbit of the infinitesimal action is open in the corresponding orbit of the 
finite action and, more precisely, is a connected component. 

We shall say that Γ  is transitive when there exists ,Γ∈ϕ  with 

( ) ,yx =ϕ  whatever the points Pyx ∈,  and that it is locally trivial when 

the projection PPJ ×→Γβ×α k:  is a submersion (we do not assume 

transitivity ([19]). On account of the property (a), it will suffice to have 
local triviality at order .0k  We shall say that Γ  is transitive or that L  is 
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infinitesimally transitive when the vector sub-space induced by L  at 
every point y in P is equal to .PTy  Finally, the formal transitivity is the 

one linked to the linear and non-linear equations LkJ  and ΓkJ  and 

coincides entirely with the transitivity above. 

Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite or infinitesimal prolongation space and ,Γ  

resp., ,L  a finite or infinitesimal Lie pseudo-group (pseudo-algebra) of 
order 0k  operating on P. The Definition 1 can be re-written by replacing 

the general pseudo-group and pseudo-algebra of all local finite or 
infinitesimal transformations by the more specific data Γ  and .L  In this 
context, we can re-write essentially all of the Section 2 by replacing 

Pk+∏  and TPJ k+  by Γ+kJ  and Lk+J  as soon as .0kk ≥+  We can 

also transcribe the considerations of the previous section where we shall 
replace ,k+Γ  resp., ,k+L  by the prolongations of ,Γ  resp., ,L  the 

general equivalence problem by the restricted one and, in the Theorem 2, 
the groupoid Pk+∏  by .Γ+kJ  Inasmuch, we can rewrite the Sections 3 

and 4 in the restricted context though certain parts and especially those 
concerning the morphisms Φ  and Ψ  require some additional 
considerations. We shall return to this in a later section. 

Still in a wider context, we can define finite and infinitesimal 
prolongation spaces relative to given finite or infinitesimal pseudo-groups 
of transformations. In other terms, the prolongation operations are only 
defined for the elements of the pseudo-group or pseudo-algebra 
envisaged. A most relevant example is provided by the Cartan normal 
prolongation spaces associated to given pseudo-groups and their quotient 
spaces. In replacing the general pseudo-group by a given one, we can still 
argue as in the previous sections though, of course, we shall not forget 
the inequality .0kk ≥+  

The Lie pseudo-group Γ  is said to be analytic when the manifolds 

0, kkk ≥Γ+J  are analytic sub-groupoids of Pk+∏  (supposing of course 

that PE →π :  is an analytic fibration). Inasmuch, the Lie pseudo-
algebra L  is said to be analytic when the linear equations LkJ  are 
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analytic vector sub-bundles of .TPJk  Clearly, the analiticity of Γ  implies 

that of L  and the converse is also true since the differentiable structure 
of ΓkJ  is entirely determined, in a neighbourhood of the units hence 

everywhere, by the structure of .kR  

9. The Role of the Differential Invariants –  
Finiteness Theorems 

The interesting situation from the point of view of the differential 
invariants is that of continuous families of orbits. We therefore assume, 
for the time being, that there exists an integer 1k  such that, for .1kk ≥  

the orbits of the action of k+Γ  on EJk  or rather those of the 

infinitesimal action of k+L  are distributed along a regular foliation, i.e., 

the integrable distribution k∆  is locally of constant dimension. A first 

integral of k∆  (a function that is locally constant on each integral leaf of 

k∆  or, equivalently, a function whose differential df vanishes on k∆ ) will 

be called a differential invariant of order k  of the Lie pseudo-group ,Γ  

resp., of the pseudo-algebra ,L  and relative to the prolongation space E. 

Since k∆  is assumed to be regular there exists, in a neighbourhood of 

each point in ,EJk  a fundamental system of independent differential 

invariants their number (rank) being equal to the co-dimension of .k∆  

On the other hand, with the aid of the formal derivatives (total 
derivatives) in the jet manifolds, it is possible to ascend (lift), in a non-
trivial way, differential invariants defined on EJk  to new differential 

invariants defined on .1EJ +k  Lie’s finiteness theorem for the differential 

invariants states essentially that the invariants of any order are 
generated by those of a certain finite order together with all their 
successive formal derivatives. The mechanism involving the differential 
invariants presumes of course certain regularity hypotheses as well as 
specific technicalities that eventually will lead us to the fundamental 
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theorem of Sophus Lie ([24]) and we shall try to describe these in the 
most succinct manner by referring as much as possible to [20]. Since the 
specific case of prolongation spaces and of the formal equivalence of 
structures, our main concern, is not but a special case of the general 
problem discussed in the previous reference, it is possible to simplify two 
of the hypotheses and the form under which we state the Lie theorem for 
its applications in the equivalence problem. We shall in fact provide a 
much more precise statement than the one claimed in the Theorem 23.6 
(loc.cit.). 

Let us first remark that the problem in [20] consists in taking an 
arbitrary fibration (surmersion) MP →π :  together with a sheaf L  
(Lie sheaf) of vector fields on P and thereafter study the differential 
invariants of L  in the realm of the standard prolongation spaces PJk  

above P. Here, quite to the contrary, we are given an infinitesimal Lie 
pseudo-algebra L  of order 0k  on the manifold P, an infinitesimal 

prolongation space ( )pPE ,,, π  of finite order  and study the 

differential invariants of the infinitesimal action of L  on the 
prolongation spaces .EJk  We can re-conduce our considerations to the 

above mentioned context by simply considering the prolonged sheaf 
LL p=  defined on the space E and study the differential invariants of 

L  by the techniques and methods found in [20]. However, the present 

methods are far more reaching and accurate. 

We examine initially the hypothesis 1H  (loc.cit., pg. 363) or, by 

preference, the weaker hypothesis on pg. 378. 

:H Y,1′  There exists an integer 1k  such that, for any ,1kk ≥  the fibre 

space ( )kVL~  with base space EJ 1+k  is of constant rank in the 

neighbourhood of each point .1+kY  
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Let us recall (see [20] for the notations) that ( ) VEJPJL PV kkk
~~

1 ×⊂ +   

and that this fibre space is the image of LL,~~
kk JL =  being a Lie sheaf 

over P, by the verticalisation operation described in terms of the exact 
sequence (22.29) in [20]. However, in the present case5, we start with an 
infinitesimal Lie pseudo-algebra L  of order 0k  defined on P, consider its 

prolongation LL p=  to E and kL~  becomes ( ).~ LkJ  Under these 

conditions, ( )kVL~  is the image of Lkk ++ × JEJ P1  by the mapping 

,~
11 VEJEJTPJEJ PP kkkk ×→× +++  

defined by 

( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ).,1 yTpjyjyj ξσ−σξξσ ++ kkk  

Let us next consider the exact sequence 

( ) ,0~0 1 →→×→→ +++ kkkk VP LJEJ LN  

where k+N  denotes the kernel. We thus see that the regularity of 

( )kVL~  can be replaced, when ,0kk ≥+  by that of k+N  for which the 

defining equation is given by 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) .0=ξσ−σξ xTpjk  

This equation can be envisaged as a linear differential equation of order 
k+  in Lk+J  (or as well in TPJ k+ ), whose coefficients depend on the 

parameters in .1EJ +k  Consequently, the regularity of this equation in 

the neighbourhood of a jet ,11 EJZ ++ ∈ kk  is closely related to the 

geometry of the prolongation space E in the neighbourhood of ( ).1+β kZ  

                                                      
5The “tilde” notation refers to the composite fibration PETE →→  and where TE is also 
replaced by VE. 
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As for the other two hypotheses on the pg. 363, we can partly weaken 

X,2H  by taking into account that Lk+J  is a Lie equation hence the 

distribution k∆  automatically satisfies the involutivity condition. 

However, we shall be forced to strengthen the part concerning regularity. 
Inasmuch, we shall strengthen the point-wise hypothesis X,3H  by a local 

condition, its most effcacious verification criterion being provided by the 
Proposition 25.4 in [20] on account of its corollary. We therefore consider 
the following hypotheses: 

:H1  For any ,01 −≥≥ kkk  the vector bundle k+N  has constant 

rank in a neighbourhood of 1+kZ  and we denote by ( )Z1k  the integer 

where-after ( )
kkk Z,1−∆  (the kernel) becomes involutive. 

:H2  There exists a family ( ) ( )Z2kkk ≥U  of open neighbourhoods of the 

jets kZ  such that kkkk UU →ρ ++ hh :,  is a fibration and k∆  has 

constant dimension on .kU  

( ( )( )) ) ( )PT ZZZ ′β′ =β L3:H3 kR  for all ( )ZZ 3kU∈′  and for some 

integer .23 kk ≥  

The last hypothesis assures the existence of a local basis of 
admissible formal derivations of order 3k  centered around Z, admissible 

meaning that such derivations transform differential invariants into 
differential invariants. Before stating the desired theorem, let us 
examine a little closer the above hypotheses in order to better discern 
their meaning. 

(1) Let ( )Z ′−∆ kk ,1  be the kernel of 1,1 : −− ∆→∆ρ kkkkT  at the point 

EJZ 1+∈′ k  (this mapping being always surjective). The first hypothesis 

serves to prove that there is an order k ′  such that the kernel 
( ) ,,

11, kk
kkk ′≥∆
++ Z  is contained, by means of the canonical identification, 
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in the algebraic prolongation of ( )
kkk Z,1−∆  and consequently becomes 

equal to it from an order k ′′  onwards or, in other terms, the Spencer       
δ-complex constructed with the kernels ( )

kkk Z,1−∆  becomes 1-acyclic for 

.kk ′′≥  Likewise, it will become involutive beginning with an integer that 
we shall denote by ( ).1 Zk  This hypothesis alone enables us to prove the 

asymptotic stability result ([20], Theorems 22.1 and 23.1) that in turn and 
with the aid of the hypotheses Z2,H  and ,H Z3,  leads to the Lie theorem 

(loc.cit., Theorem 23.6). 

(2) The hypothesis 2H  assures a sufficient number, i.e., a complete 

set of k-th order differential invariants defined on the open set .kU  

(3) The hypothesis 3H  enables us to obtain a sufficient number of 

( ) st-1+k  order differential invariants by taking admissible formal 

derivations of the k-th order differential invariants (and, of course, lifting 

also the latter up to order 1+k ). 

(4) One shows that the finiteness property of the differential 
invariants takes place at the stage 1+kk  (i.e., for the germs of 

invariants at the points kZ  and ,1+kZ  respectively) if and only if 

( )
11, ++∆

kkk Z  is the algebraic prolongation of ( )
kkk Z,1−∆  ([20], Lemmas 

23.3 and 23.5). 

We next remark that the three hypotheses, per se independent, are 
not strictly necessary to prove the desired results. In fact, the hypothesis 

X2,H  underlying the Theorem 23.8 in [20] is considerably weaker than 

.H2  However, the asymptotic stability, consequence of ,H Z,1′  joint to 

Z,3H  imply the local regularity and the integrability of the distribution 

,k∆  for ,2kk >  in view of the Corollary 5 (loc.cit., pg. 377, conditions (I) 

and (II)). Viewed from another angle, we note that solely the hypotheses 
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2H  and 3H  will, in virtue of the Lemma 23.3 in [20], imply that 

( ) ( )
kk kkkk ZZ p ,11, 1 −+ ∆⊂∆

+
 and we thus obtain the asymptotic stability 

of the kernels starting from a certain integer .k ′′  These remarks simply 
show that the usage of the above three hypotheses admits a certain 
flexibility, the appropriate choices being conditioned to the results looked 
for. 

At present we choose 2H  and 3H  as underlying hypotheses and fix 

the order ( )Z1k=µ  where after the symbols ( )
kkk Z,1−∆  become 

involutive (the hypothesis 1H  only reappearing later when the regularity 

of the k∆  becomes apparent). We can further assume that ( ) ( ).12 ZZ kk <  

The hypothesis 2H  implies that the kernels 1, +µµ∆  and µ−µ∆ ,1  are of 

constant dimension in 1+µU  and ,µU  respectively, and further 

( )
µµ−µ∆ Z,1  is involutive, ( )

11, +µ+µµ∆ Z  being its algebraic prolongation. 

According to the Theorem 23.6 (loc.cit.), there exists an open 
neighbourhood 1+µU  of 1+µZ  such that ( ) ( )

µ+µ ′µ−µ′+µµ ∆=∆ ZZ p ,11, 1
 for 

all 11 +µ+µ ∈′ UZ  and consequently, the finiteness property of the 

differential invariants is verified at the step ( )., 11 +µµ+µµ ρ= UUUU  

Let us next observe that the characters iτ  of ( ) ,,,1 µµ′µ−µ ∈′∆
µ

UZZ  are 

lower semi-continuous. The dimensions of µ−µ∆ ,1  and 1, +µµ∆  being 

constant, the characterization of the involutivity ([20], § 24, Property 8, 
[23], Proposition 6.1) implies the existence of an open neighbourhood µW  

of µZ  in which the kernels ( ) µµ′µ−µ ∈′∆
µ

WZZ ,,1  are all involutive, the 

characters iτ  remaining constant. Let us denote by 1+µW  the inverse 

image of µW  with respect to the projection µ+µ →ρ UU 1:  and, 

similarly, define h+µW  considering .: µ+µ →ρ UU h  Furthermore, 

denote by ( )Z ′+µ∆′ 2  the sub-space of ,, 22 +µ+µ′ ∈′ WZEJTZ  defined by 
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( ) { ( ) ,,, 12,12 ZZZ fZdfdfer ′′+µµµϕ
∗

+µ+µ′′+µ ∈∈′∂ρ=∆′ JWk  

( ) },, 2,11 ZZZ ′ρ=′′∈ϕ +µ+µ′′+µ LR  

where 1+µJ  denotes the algebra of all differential invariants of order 

.1+µ  Since the elements of ( )Z ′′+µ LR 1  are admissible, the inclusion 

22 +µ+µ ∆⊃∆′  holds and the Lemma 23.3 in [20] shows furthermore that 

( ) ( ) ( ) .dimdimdim 1,12 ZZZ p ′′+µµ′′+µ′+µ ∆+∆=∆′  

However, ( ) ,, 11, +µ′′+µµ ∈′′∆ WZZ  is involutive it being the 

prolongation of an involutive space and the Property 9 in § 24 of [20] or 
else, the Proposition 9.4 in [23] shows, in view of the constancy of the 
characters iτ  that ( )Zp ′′+µµ∆ 1,dim  is constant in ,1+µW  the characters 

of these prolonged spaces being also constant. Returning to the point 
,2+µZ  we perceive that this dimension is equal to ( )

22,1dim
+µ+µ+µ∆ Z  

and consequently that ( ) ( ) .dimdim
222 +µ′+µ′+µ ∆=∆′ ZZ  Furthermore, 

this entails, in virtue of the constancy of the dimensions of ,2+µ∆  that 

( ) ( )ZZ ′+µ′+µ ∆=∆′ 22  for all .2+µ∈′ WZ  We thus infer that the finiteness 

property for the differential invariants is verified at the step 1+µW    

.2+µW  An inductive argument will finally prove, based on the constancy 

of the characters, that the finiteness property is verified at the stage 

1++µ+µ hh WW  since the involutivity as well as the constancy of the 

characters is preserved by prolongation. 

Let us observe that the involutivity property of the kernels 
( )

µ′µ−µ∆ Z,1  together with the regularity of the ,1, −µ≥∆ kk  on the open 

sets ,kU  that “fibrate” one upon the other, serve uniquely to ensure the 
existence of a family of open neighbourhoods kW  of ,kZ  fibering one 
above the other in such a way that, along every element limproj∈′Z  

,kW  the consecutive kernels of the k∆  constitute a 1-acyclic Spencer       
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δ-complex. In the applications, this local 1-acyclicity property, sole to 
assure the finiteness mechanism of the differential invariants, might be 
verified long before the involutivity. The argument as well as the aims of 
the above discussion are somewhat quite the opposite of what has been 
looked for in the § 24 of [20], where the problem posed was the regularity 
of the trajectories. 

Theorem (of finiteness) 3. Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be an infinitesimal 

prolongation space, EJZ ∞∈  an infinite jet of a structure of species E 

and L  an infinitesimal pseudo-algebra (Lie pseudo-algebra) operating on 
P. Assuming that the hypotheses 2H  and 3H  are satisfied at the point Z, 

we write 1k=µ  and take a family of ( )Pn dim=  local sections iϕ  of 
( ),1 LR +µ  defined in a neighbourhood of ,1+µZ  such that { ( )}1+µβϕ Zi  

generates the tangent space ( ),, ZyPTy α=  i.e., the family { }iϕ  is a local 

basis of admissible formal derivations in the neighbourhood of .1+µZ  

Under these conditions, there exists a family ( ) ,µ≥kkW  each kW  being an 

open neighbourhood of ,kZ  such that 

(i) kkkk WW →ρ ++ hh :,  is a fibration. 

(ii) ( ) ( ) ., 11.,11, 1 ++′−′+ ∈′∆=∆
+ kkkkkk kk

WZp ZZ  

(iii) ( ) { } ., kkk kk
k W∈′∈=∆ ′′ ZfdferZZ J  

(iv) ( ) { },1,,1,1 11
nifdfdfer iZZ ≤≤∈∂ρ=∆ ϕ

∗
+′′+ ++ kkkk kk

k J  

.11 ++ ∈′ kk WZ  

(v) ( ) { ( ) },,,
111 11,1 +µ++ ′+µϕ

∗
+′′+ ∈ϕ∈∂ρ=∆ ZiZZ fdfdfer i LRkkkk kk

k J  

.11 ++ ∈′ kk WZ  

(vi) { }
1

1,,1, +′ϕ
∗

+ ≤≤∈∂ρ
kkkk Znifdfdf i J  

generates ( ) ., 111 1 ++′+ ∈′
+ kkk k

WZd ZJ  
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The interest of the finiteness theorem for the equivalence of 
structures is due to the fact that it enables us to translate the 
equivalence by only a finite number of conditions (equality of the values 
taken by a finite number of differential invariants). We terminate here 
this awfully long “preamble” and will retake the effective study of the 
equivalence problem in part II of this paper where diverse mises en scène 
shall be examined. As a last word, we should say that all the previous 
discussion can be carried out in the context of prolongation spaces 
relative to given finite Lie pseudo-groups or infinitesimal Lie 
pseudoalgebras and also it is worthwhile to recall that Sophus Lie 
provided some of the most remarkable contributions. Surprisingly, the 
formula 25.5, concerning the bracket of formal and holonomic derivations 
([20]) is already written in his work [24] (see also [18], [29]). 
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